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ABSTRACT 
The thesis examines three contemporary Hong Kong literary works, two in 
English and one in English translation, and explores how the authors express their 
anxieties about the “Handover” as an underlining motif in their writings. The fact that 
Hong Kong as a capitalist British colony was handed over to her communist 
motherland in July 1997 was not only a dramatic spotlight for international media, but 
also a historical event that had profound impact on Hongkong yan ("Hong Kong 
people") and their sense of identity. The literary works that I have chosen for discussion 
express vividly Hongkong yan,s concern about their own culture and identity: Xi Xi's 
Flying Carpet: A Tale of Fertillia (2000) focuses on the development of Hong Kong 
from the beginning of colonial history to the time before its reunification with China. 
David T. K. Wong's novel The Evergreen Tea House (2003) depicts the rise and fall of a 
Chinese entrepreneur in Hong Kong from 1952 to 1985 with the undertone of the ups 
and downs of the British rule. Xu Xi's The Unwalled City (2001) tells an intriguing 
story of Hongkong yan and their Western expatriate friends in this metropolitan city 
shortly before and after the "Handover." Regardless of their different perspectives, all 
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these works point toward the common issue of hybridity of Hong Kong culture and 
Hongkong yart's identity. Drawing on Homi Bhabha's theoretical analysis, my study 
examines the ambivalent vacillation of postcolonial subjectivity between Self and the 
Other, and between the East and the West. By exploring the unconscious desire and fear 
of Hongkong yan as well as their ambiguous identity, we will have a better 
understanding of Hong Kong literature not as a showcase of “a borrowed and shared 
past," but as the reflection of a new local cultural space. 
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The Location of Hong Kong and Hongkong Yan 
"Life in the short term" is not, of course, unique to Hong 
Kong, but something unique has been emerging from Hong 
Kong's cities: it is Hong Kong Man. He is go-getting and 
highly competitive, tough for survival, quick-thinking and 
flexible. He wears western clothes, speaks English or 
expects his children to do so, drinks western alcohol, has 
sophisticated tastes in cars and household gadgetry, and 
expects life to provide a constant stream of excitement and 
new openings. But he is not British or western (merely 
westernized). At the same time he is not Chinese in the 
same way that the citizens of the People's Republic of 
China are Chinese. 
Hugh D. R. Baker 
Life in the Cities: The Emergence of Hong 
Kong Man 
On 1 July 1997，Hong Kong was returned to China after a 
150-year interlude as a British colony. This transition is not 
only political in nature, it is also a cultural transition. At 
present, two broad constructions of Hong Kong cultural 
identity vie for the allegiance of Hong Kong's people: 
“Hong Kong as a part of China" and ‘‘Hong Kong as apart 
from China." ... Hong Kong people have only lately begun 
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to define themselves as having an autonomous cultural 
identity. "Hongkongese" as a cultural identity involves a 
"Chineseness plus" that has three clusters of meaning: 
"Chineseness plus affluence/cosmopolitanism/capitalism,，， 
“Chineseness plus English/colonial education/colonialism," 
and "Chineseness plus democracy/human rights/the rule of 
law." 
Gordon Mathews 
Heunggongyahn: On the Past, Present, and 
Future of Hong Kong Identity 
After the handover fireworks burnt out, Prince Charles and Mr. Chris Patten, the 
last governor, sailed into the night on the Britannia with 150 years of Hong Kong's 
colonial past. The termination of Hong Kong's colonial history marks, on the one hand, 
the end of humiliation of the "unequal treaties" — the Treaty of Nanking in 1842 and the 
Convention of Peking in 1860 whereby Hong Kong island and Kowloon were ceded to 
Britain, and on the other hand, a new milestone in China's quest for national 
reunification and international redemption. The political victory of China won the heart 
of every Chinese on the mainland and overseas. The undeniable complexity and 
ambivalence of Hong Kong people during and after the transition were broadly covered 
by Western and Chinese media. As Hugh Baker observes, “Hong Kong Man" seems to 
be a cosmopolitan hybrid of the East and the West living for today. However, in the 
crucial years of 1980s when the British and Chinese heated negotiations about Hong 
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Kong's future went on, no voice from Hong Kong people was allowed. Gordon 
Mathews conducted an analytical study on the formation of Hong Kong identity after 
1997. He articulated the complexity of Heunggongyahn as the "Chinsesness plus," 
due to the impact of colonization. No scholars would ignore the fact that the hybridity 
of Hong Kong, which comes with its special geopolitical and cultural setting, would 
continue to mark the significant characteristics of Hongkong yan after Hong Kong has 
become a Special Administrative Region (SAR) of the People's Republic of China 
(PRC). 
Over the 150 years of colonization, Hong Kong had to face the political 
turbulence and tension in the last 50 years that came side by side with cosmopolitanism, 
globalization, crisis of confidence, and crisis of identity. The original goal of British 
occupation of Hong Kong was to establish a stronghold on the coast of South China to 
protect British military, commercial, and political interests in the Far East] The 
colonial administration was to practice limited governance and the legislation of British 
Parliament for Hong Kong was limited to areas of defense, aviation, nationality and 
treaties only. The economic policy has been labeled laissez-faire, and the colonial 
1 Lynn T. White, "Chinese Globalism in Hong Kong," Hong Kong's Reunion with China, eds. 
Postiglione and Tang, (New York: M.E. Sharpe, Inc., 1997) 5 
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administrators have incorporated local Chinese elites 一 mainly business people and 
professionals into the establishment to save the colonial regime from being challenged. 
The sudden increase of Hong Kong population after the Communist victory in mainland 
China in 1945 shocked the colonial government and community alike. The massive 
influx of Chinese immigrants across the border laid the cornerstone for Hong Kong's 
economic growth and subsequent globalization. 
Hong Kong population is largely made up of immigrants from China. The 
several waves of immigration, according to Lynn T. White, were formed by Chinese 
from mainland who sought refuge from Taipings after 1850, from radical nationalists 
after 1900，from Japanese troops after 1937, and from Communists after 1945.2 Early 
post-World War II immigrants brought machinery and know-how from Shanghai and 
other Chinese coastal cities, and formed a local entrepreneurial class that mainly 
produced textiles and started the "take-off of industrialization."^ The influx of 
immigrants after 1945 was the source of low-cost labour. The confrontation of 
communist China with Western capitalist countries during the Cold War gave way to 
Hong Kong's development into a manufacturing centre. The entrepot role of Hong 
2 Lynn T. White, "Chinese Globalism in Hong Kong," Hong Kong's Reunion with China, eds. Postiglione 
and Tang, (New York: M.E. Sharpe, Inc.,) viii. 
3 Siu-lun Wong, Emigrant Entrepreneurs: Shanghai Industrialists in Hong Kong, (Oxford UP, 1988) 
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Kong between China and the developed, industrialized countries earns her the label of 
“international city." Financial trade in Hong Kong makes it a world hub of regional 
trade; the prosperous tourism connects Hong Kong globally. As a prosperous 
meetingpoint in the new Asia-Pacific region, Hong Kong emerges as a remarkable 
city-state in the 1980s. From a global perspective, Hong Kong is important in its role as 
the eighth largest world trade entity, the gateway to mainland China; the busiest 
container port and fourth-ranking financial center in the world, a rising star among the 
four Little Dragons of Asia, and the international trade, service, and communications 
hub located at the heart of the Pacific Rim.4 Hong Kong's extensive linkages in trade, 
transportation, communications, finance, investment, migration, tourism, education, 
cultural exchanges and other spheres with the world define its global dimension. As for 
mainland China, Hong Kong's capital, entrepreneurial skills, extensive global links, pop 
culture, and technological inputs are fuels for China's modernization. Hong Kong, in a 
broad sense, serves as a powerful catalyst for the economic transformation of South 
China. 
When the negotiation between China and Britain about Hong Kong's future 
4 Ming K. Chan, "Global Implications of Hong Kong's Retrocession to Chinese Sovereignty." Hong 
Kong 's Reunion with China, eds Postiglione and Tang, (New York: M.E. Sharpe, Inc.,) 20. 
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started in the early 1980s, there was a serious crisis of confidence among Hong Kong 
people. Deng Xiaoping's "one country, two systems" formula and his promise of a 
“high degree of autonomy" for Hong Kong and the preservation of existing rights and 
freedom for its residents for "fifty years without change" raised serious doubts. The 
PRC's domestic record during the Cultural Revolution was not conducive to confidence 
among Hong Kong people in the transition to Chinese sovereignty. The crisis of 
confidence resulted in massive emigration to English speaking countries such as 
Canada, Australia, the United States and New Zealand. The figures reached a record 
high of 66,000 emigres in 1992, more than one percent of Hong Kong's total 
population.^ The massive exodus was accelerated by the Tiananmen Incident on June 4 
1989 when China tightened the screws at Western powers' request for a more 
democratic Hong Kong. The widespread search for asylum among the middle-class and 
professionals resulted in a “brain drain" effect that shook the community and caused an 
identity crisis. 
Hong Kong is a Chinese community made up of Hong Kong “locals，，and 
Chinese immigrants of two kinds — namely, the economic immigrants driven to Hong 
5 Chan Ming K.'s reference of figures from Hong Kong Government Information Services, Hong Kong 
1994: A Review of 1992. (Hong Kong, 1994) 412. 
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Kong by poverty and the political refugees. Political refugees experienced the 
confiscation of property by the Chinese communist government and loss of freedom. 
They did not trust a mainland-run political system in Hong Kong. The Tiananmen 
Incident triggered the trauma and they resisted the Handover most and wished to seek 
asylum abroad. Economic immigrants made up mostly the working and lower middle 
class in the territory. They risked little loss with the change of British sovereignty to 
Chinese. These immigrants, regardless of motives either to pursue Western freedom or 
wealth, formed a stable force to secure Hong Kong style of living. The Hong Kong 
"locals" were used to the apolitical setting under British rule and took it for granted that 
the ways of life would be maintained after 1997. The internationalized entrepot 
economy helps Hong Kong Chinese construct a unique world-view. Working in large 
British hongs or local establishments shaped them with a self-complacent outlook. As a 
contrast to the Chinese in the relatively poor mainland, Hong Kong people are proud to 
be Hong Kong Chinese - Hongkong yan — in the colony that has developed into a 
prosperous and vibrant capitalist metropolis. The "Chinese identity" of Hongkong yan 
has undergone slow and subtle changes. A survey conducted by Lau Siu-kai and Kuan 
Hsin-chi in 1985 revealed “an astonishingly large proportion of respondents (59.5 
percent) identified themselves as 'Hongkongese' {Xianggang ren 香港人)when they 
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were asked to choose between it and ‘Chinese.’” According to Lau and Kuan, “[t]his 
HK identity, though not implying rejection of China or the Chinese people, necessarily 
takes China or the Chinese people as the reference group and marks out the HK Chinese 
as a distinctive group of Chinese."^ Hung Ho-fung in the book Rethinking the Hong 
Kong Cultural Identity responded to the same survey and articulated that respondents of 
the survey take "Chinese" as the national identity and “Hongkongese” as the ethnic 
identity; furthermore, Hung pointed out that Hongkong yan tended to “raise their ethnic 
identity above their national identity, seeing themselves more ‘Hongkongese’ than 
Chinese, and defining China from the perspective of Hong Kong.，，？ 
The issue of ethnicity is broadly addressed by social scientists as the emergence 
of a middle class who forms the backbone of Hong Kong's prosperity since the 
industrialization of Hong Kong in the 1970s. The stereotypical "Hong Kong Man," as 
described by Baker, was immersed in both Chinese and Western cultures. Living in a 
"Westernized" style and culture, they view themselves apart from the mainland Chinese, 
and are delighted to define themselves as ‘‘Hongkong yan'' as a signature of 
6 Siu-kai. Lau, The Ethos of the Hong Kong Chinese. (Hong Kong: Chinese UP, 1988) 2. 
7 Ho-fung Hung, Rethinking the Hong Kong Culture Identity: The Case of Rural Ethnicities. (Hong Kong: 
Institute of Asia Pacific Studies, 1998) 1. 
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modernization against the considerably backward and traditional communist Chinese. 
Hung criticized such discussion as “a-stmctural and a-historical” for they failed to 
articulate the cultural elements of “East” and "West" nor "modernity" and "tradition" in 
a "unitary cultural formation." And they are incapable of “mapping the historical 
context and actual process of the emergence of this cultural identity.，，Gordon Mathews 
provides a more profound study of Hong Kong identity, Heunggongydhn. He stresses 
that Hong Kong people's self-identification as "Hongkongese" or "Chinese" may be 
linked to their sense of who they most deeply are in their lives and in their community. 
On the one hand, Hong Kong's pre-colonial history supports the idea that Hong Kong is 
“a very Chinese city" and is a part of China. The 150 years of colonization, on the 
other hand, supports a Hong Kong identity apart from China. Mathews draws 
readers' attention to “what ‘Chinese，is taken to mean." To Mathews, the Chineseness 
of Hongkong yan is the national identity of "Chinese." As indicated in my epigraph, 
ethnic identity of "Hongkongese" might be termed as "Chineseness plus": 
"Chineseness plus affluence/cosmpolitanism/capitalism" or “Chineseness plus 
English/colonial education/colonialism" or "Chineseness plus democracy/human 
rights/the rule of law." The "plus," as Mathews argues, is paradoxically the experience 
of the minus, or the loss: the loss of Hongkong yan,s true Chinese cultural identity as 
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exemplified by aboriginal Chinese. With this loss, Hongkong yan under British rule are 
brought up in a very strange way, a way without original Chinese culture, and 
Hongkong yan have no roots - no home. As a colonized Chinese society, Hong Kong is 
like an abandoned child having China as “a lost home," or “a lost mother." The theme 
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of "unhomliness" is not uncommon in Hong Kong literature. Xu Xi's The Unwalled 
City, for example, has provided a vivid description of the sense of unhomliness. 
The claiming of national identity, in a sense, is a practical means of adaptation 
to changes for Hongkong yan. Political stability, economic prosperity, and social and 
cultural freedom are not only essential conditions to keep the Hong Kong style of living, 
but also the issues to be considered when Hongkong yan claim their national identity. In 
a 1995 survey, the proportion of Hong Kong Chinese who identified themselves as 
"Hongkongese" decreased from 59.5 percent in the 1980s to 53.7 percent, whereas 
those who identified themselves as "Chinese" increased to 34.2 percent. Hongkong 
yan's claim of "Chinese" does not mean the negation of the “plus，’ in their 
"Chineseness." They are simply exhibiting a kind of pragmatic nationalism in the 
transition from British to Chinese sovereignty. Without a strong sense of national 
identity, Hongkong yan are left with a sense of political impotence. The strong 
8 Bhabha's term. See Homi K.Bhabha, The Location of Culture, (London: Sidgwick & Jackson, 1988) 9. 
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sentiment of political powerlessness brings forth the feeling of being at the periphery. 
With excellent communication networks and information flows, and an efficient 
government that is vital for economic growth, Hongkong yan are contented with a 
stable and prosperous life under either British or Chinese rule. The trauma of political 
impotence is camouflaged by the ethnic identity of Hongkong yan. 
A close study of the cultural elements of East and West or modernity and 
tradition is needed for the understanding of the cultural formation of Hongkong yan. In 
Mathews's words, it is the study of the “plus，，that is crucial in Hongkong yan's ethnic 
identity formation. It is far from wrong to address the “plus，’ of Chineseness as the 
internationalization of Hongkong yan. Hong Kong, as a capitalist city, values money 
and freedom. It is not surprising to hear many Hongkong yan say that the essence of 
Hong Kong identity is to have the maximum freedom to consume - the crux of 
capitalist economy that is based upon consumerism. Language is another marker of 
Hong Kong identity. Cantonese and English are superior to putonghua - the official 
language of China. Cantonese is the ethnic language and is the first thing to acquire for 
any new immigrants from China. Thanks to the colonial education, English earns its 
vitality in the classes of elites, professionals and bureaucrats in Hong Kong. Another 
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unexpected outcome of English education is feminism. Hong Kong elite women have 
been exposed to the feminist literary world of Catherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf. 
The Western views of women's liberation differ from the traditional Chinese views on 
women. The cultural identity of Hongkong yan is, as a result, constituted with gender 
equality that is unknown in traditional Chinese culture. In this sense, the colonial 
education in English saves Hong Kong women from the patriarchal Chineseness of 
China. English further links Hongkong yan with the world beyond Hong Kong, 
especially with the wealthy nations of the West like the United States, Canada, and 
Australia which became the leading destinations of Hong Kong emigrants in the early 
1990s. The global identity of Hongkong yan emerges following the "brain drain" of 
these people to the host countries after the June 4 incident and their return after 1997. 
The cultural internationalization of Hong Kong is by-and-large the hybridization of 
Chineseness and foreignness. 
The identity of Hong Kong, however, is not entirely self-defined. The growth of 
Hong Kong society is fashioned by the influences of political and historical vicissitudes 
from the outside of its territory. The different identities of the city — colony, entrepot, 
“Little Dragon," and SAR - are the unwitting products of changeable international 
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restructuring in alignment of power in division of labour and politics.9 Hong Kong 
society is not permitted an active role, not even in times of Sino-British negotiation of 
the status of Hong Kong after 1997. Though being identified as a city-state, Hong Kong 
is unable to determine its own political destiny. The political powerlessness casts a 
heavy shadow on Hongkong yan in their identity representation. Despite the cultural 
internationalization of Hong Kong, which brings about "sympathetic hearings and 
respect for Hong Kong"^^ as noted by Hoiman Chan, Hongkong yan's identity 
representation is agonistic and ambivalent. 
For the study of the problematic Hongkong yan identification, three 
contemporary Hong Kong literary works, two in English and one in English translation, 
are chosen to explore. Hong Kong literature opens up a spatial and cultural space for 
experimentation. "Writing," as Ackbar Abbas aptly describes, "like cinema and 
architecture, genuinely reflects Hong Kong culture. The revelation inspires critical 
inspection of Hong Kong's history, space and place, affectivity, language and the 
changing meaning of the local.，，Moreover, writing of Hong Kong focuses on some of 
9 See Hoiman Chan's interpretation of "Political Changes in Hong Kong." China Quarterly, no. 136 
(Hong Kong, December 1993) 840-863. 
Hoiman Chan, "Labyrinth of Hybridization: The Cultural Internationalization of Hong Kong." Hong 
Kong's Reunion with China, eds. Postiglione and Tand, (New York: M.E. Sharpe, Inc.,) 169. 
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the cultural contradictions of Chinese community in the territory and it reveals “an 
experience of a particular community or cultural space, even if - especially if — that 
experience is more often than not the experience of a lack." ^^  The experience of the 
hybridized cultural space of Hong Kong is an expression of a “lack.” It is interesting to 
look into the hybridized cultural space of Hong Kong that is manifested in writing and 
to disclose the "lack" of this metropolitan city. 
Hong Kong literature, unlike literature of China or Taiwan, was almost unknown 
before refugee writers from the mainland came to the colony during World War II. The 
mainland-based view of insignificant Hong Kong literature indicated that there was no 
clear local cultural formation in terms of early literary expressions. Hong Kong 
literature that was written by expatriates in English usually fell into the stereotypes of 
“Susie Wong," "Wooden junks in Victoria Harbour" or “Rickshaws pullers at Star Ferry 
Pier." It was not until the emergence of the generation of writers bom and raised in 
colonial Hong Kong after World War II that the literary voices became distinguishable 
from those in earlier times. With the benefit of Westernized education and opportunities 
of traveling or studying abroad, the internationalization of cultural formation was 
"Ackbar Abbas, Hong Kong: Culture and the Politics of Disappearance. (Hong Kong UP, 1998) 111. 
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demonstrated in recent Hong Kong literary productions, whether written in English or 
Chinese. These new generations of writers of Hongkong yan aim “to discover the 
colonial process, and to rewrite local history."^^ The notions of home and unhomeliness 
are commonly addressed, as these writers “are interested in forging a postcolonial 
identity for Hong Kong through the process of writing and rewriting Hong Kong 
1 q 
history." Among the writings by contemporary Hongkong yan writers who express 
anxieties about the Handover as an underlying motif in their writings, the fictions of Xi 
Xi，David T. K. Wong, and Xu Xi help to shed light on the distinctive identity formation, 
representation and implication for Hongkong yan. 
The issue of hybridized identity formation and its implication can be discussed 
within the context of Homi Bhabha's profound analysis of the ambivalence of 
postcolonial subjects. Bhabha's theory about "ambivalence" in the process of identity 
formation and representation provides a starting point for my reading of the selected 
texts. Bhabha — who was bom and brought up in India, studied at Bombay and Oxford, 
and now teaches at Harvard - is "a middle-class Gujarati and English-speaking Paris，，i4 
12 Esther.Cheung, "Voices of Negotiation in Late Twentieth-century Hong Kong Literature." The 
Columbia Companion to Modern East Asian Literature. (Columbia UP, 2003) 604. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Peter Childs & Williams Patrick. Introduction to Post-Colonial Theory, (Prentice Hall Europe, 1997) 
122. 
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who resembles his colonizer more than his ethnic people. Being a colonial subject 
himself, Bhabha's articulation on the similarities between colonizer and colonized and 
its complex colonial relations offers a new perspective on colonial subjectification. 
Moving beyond Edward Said's discussion of the differences and oppositions between 
the West and the East, Bhabha's postcolonial theory highlights the complexity of the 
relationship between the colonizer and the colonized. Moreover, Michel Foucault's idea 
of power struggle on “race war" and “social war," and Frantz Fanon's psychoanalytic 
approach to colonial subjectivity also helped to shape Bhabha's theory on postcolonial 
identity. In his essay "Interrogating Identity: Frantz Fanon and the Postcolonial 
Prerogative," Bhabha outlines “ambivalence，，as the critical emotion generated in the 
process of subject identification. Ambivalence is a term Bhabha takes from Freud that 
expresses the co-existence of two opposing classes of instincts like Eros (sex instinct) 
and Thanatos (death instinct) or love and hate. The duality of opposing emotions of 
“identification and disavowal" is the ultimate course of ambivalence commonly 
expressed in colonial discourse where identity construction is a relation to “the Other." 
Through the Other, a colonial subject constructs its identity by locating its desire for 
difference and finding confirmation of the fantasy of identity. As a result, colonial 
identification is an ambivalent process of fear and desire, recognition and disavowal, as 
16 
well as attraction and threat. A compromise of opposing situations is needed and the 
colonial subject is expressed in "stereotypes" which can be read as the identity 
representation of a hybridized (indigenous/foreign, colonizer/colonized, 
Chinese/internationalized) cultural formation. 
Bhabha's paradoxical notion of stereotype is formed against the "fixity" of the 
Other which is identified as unchangeable, known, and predictable. As an ambivalent 
mode of constructing the Other, stereotype is identified with disorder, anarchy, and 
license. The paradox lies in that what is most feared and projected is potentially deeply 
desired. To describe the entanglement of the emotional denial and normalization of 
difference, Bhabha borrows Freud's idea of “fetishism.，，He links fetish to colonial 
stereotype which is a substitution, a compromise. The colonial subject is represented as 
a stereotype, a substitute, to comfort the fear of loss of cultural ascendancy. The 
substitution, in the form of fetish, gives the colonial subject the feeling of greater 
control. The visual aspects are the reliance on stereotype as an enjoyment of advantage 
from the substitution. Skin colour, for instance, is recognized as a difference and is 
therefore covered up by a mask of clothing. Bhabha further relates the pleasure and 
displeasure of identifying with visual image to Lacan's "mirror stage" theory — a stage 
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of a child's early identification through both seeing and being seen. Before "mirror 
stage," a child has no understanding of the separation of its body from its mother's. 
Confronting its own image in front of a mirror, the child feels pleasure in identifying 
with the new visual images that he perceives, and displeasure in recognizing that it is so 
different from its perceived image earlier on. The mirror stage identification is the 
"imaginary" of an early life mode of identification. According to Bhabha, a stereotype 
takes "fetish" and "imaginary" as the comforting masks to put on in the process of 
identification formation. 
Bhabha argues that the ambivalence of stereotype contains signs of mimicry. In 
order to gratify the desire for an approved and revised Other, there is the emergence of a 
“mimic man，，who is described by Bhabha as “almost the same, but not quite."^^ A 
mimic man, who relies on resemblance of the colonizer but always remains different, is 
resulted in fantasy of menace and produced by the colonized (him)self. Bhabha relates 
mimicry to Jean-Paul Sartre's existentialist theory of inauthenticity and role-playing. 
The sudden awareness of inauthenticity is the uncanny of mimicry. What "almost the 
15 Homi K. Bhabha, The Location of Culture, (London: Sidgwick & Jackson, 1988) 86. Subsequent 
references are to this edition of the book and are included parenthetically in the text. 
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same" suggests is the original, and what “but not quite" implicates is the deformation. 
What constitutes the “original，，and preserves its difference, in the case of Hongkong 
yan identification, is Chineseness. The deformation of this original which is never 
exactly a copy is something more/less than the original. This deformation is represented 
by the three types of "plus," as Gordon Mathews discussed in his essay 
''Hmnggongyahn: On the Past, Present, and Future of Hong Kong Identity." The 
hybridization of the two sides—"almost the same, but not quite"— acutely expresses 
the complex formation of Hongkong yan identity. 
Another issue closely related to identity formation in a postcolonial age is the 
problem of estrangement, or, in Bhabha's words, of "unhomeliness." "To be unhomed is 
not to be homeless, nor can the ‘unhomely, be easily accommodated in that familiar 
division of social life into private and public spheres," Bhabha opines; it is “the 
condition of extra-territorial and cross-cultural initiations" when the established 
boundary is intervened by the “beyond’，and “it captures something of the estranging 
sense of the relocation of the home and the world." (9) Unhomeliness is displacement, 
in that the borders between home and the world became confused, and forced upon a 
vision that is divided and disorienting. The historical handover of Hong Kong to China 
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at 1997 led the territory into its post-colonial era. The change of sovereignty was the 
“rite of extra-territorial and cross-cultural initiation" that triggered the process of 
displacement and "unhomeliness." In the negotiation of powers of cultural and political 
difference in a range of transhistorical sites, the unhomely Hongkong yan felt 
disoriented in “the unwalled city” which had once been “walled，’ in the colonial history. 
To live in the unhomely world of ambivalence and ambiguities, Bhabha points out that 
postcolonial subject seems to "affirm a profound desire for social solidarity: 'I am 
looking for the join ... I want to join ... I want to join."'(18) Bhabha's post-colonial 
theory helps us understand the complex process of identity formation and post-colonial 
estrangement of Hongkong yan. 
Xi Xi's Flying Carpet - A Tale of Fertillia can be read as a parable of Hong 
Kong. It highlights the duality of Hongkong yan's identity formation and its profound 
implication in confronting the 1997 Handover. Flying Carpet belongs to Xi Xi's 
“Fertile Town" series that represents her ambitious attempt to reconstruct the history of 
Hong Kong in the form of folklore. The chapter is named “Hongkong Yan on a Flying 
Carpet: The Duality of Chineseness and Foreignness." Xi Xi is one of the most 
representative writers of Hong Kong. Having graduated from the Grantham College of 
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Education in 1958, she worked as a primary school teacher before she turned to 
full-time writing at the age of thirty-nine. Xi Xi is a prolific writer and best known for 
her fiction that exhibits a freshness of "childlike" perception. It is interesting to note 
how the author chose “Xi Xi" as her pen name. “The Chinese character ‘xi，(西)looks 
like a girl in a skirt, her two feet planted in a square. Put two of them side by side (西 
西)，and they are like two frames of a film, a girl in a skirt playing hopscotch in two 
squares.，，i6 The pseudonym seems to reveal the “childlike，，vision of the author, but 
behind the “childlike” style lies the author's profound thinking about Hong Kong and 
Hongkong yan. 
In Xi Xi's narrative, the transformation of Hong Kong first from an entrepot, 
then an industrial city, and later into a center of financial and business services is 
gradually unfolded. Though narrative delineation skips over history like snap-shots in a 
movie, the story of three generations of the owners of Fa dc Sons Company vividly 
presents the evolution of Hong Kong and Hongkong yan in the intertwining negotiation 
between Chineseness and foreignness. Chineseness refers to the Chinese characteristics 
of familialism, patriarchy, nationalism, family business, kinship and home bond, and 
16 Daisy S.Y. Ng, "Xi Xi and Tales of Hong Kong." The Columbia Companion to Modern East Asian 
Literature, (Columbia UP, 2003) 579. 
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filial piety; whereas foreignness denotes what comes along with colonization like 
individualism, autonomy, enterprise business, internationalism, travel, technological 
advancement, and globalization. The duality of Chineseness and foreignness implicates 
the co-existence of the opposing ideologies and cultures that were brought to the 
territory as a result of colonization. Different characters in the novel react differently to 
the challenges. Thirdson Fa, the second generation of Fa & Sons Company, chooses 
self-exile for the enlightenment of Western science and technology. His escape from his 
wife and kinship bond can be seen as the escape from Chinese heritage of familialism 
and collectivism. Traveling abroad takes on profound meanings for this young Chinese 
fellow who has never left his hometown before. As Low Gail Ching-liang has observed 
in her discussion of James Clifford's argument in her book White Skins/Black Masks, 
"Travel necessitates the interrogation of the cultural traveling self even if only to 
reinstate a more powerful version of self-identity at the journey's end."^^ The process of 
journey is developed with the enlightenment and the gradual secularization of time and 
space. It is also linked to the self-realization of one's cultural identity that is often 
negotiated rather than assumed. Travel transformed Thirdson into an enlightened 
口 Gail Ching-Liang Low, White Skin/Black Masks: Representation and colonialism. (Routledge, 1996) 
135. Subsequent references are to this edition of the book and are included parenthetically in the text. 
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middle-age expert in archaeology. His involvement in unearthing an ancient tomb of 
the Han Dynasty in Fertillia (Hong Kong) links the colonial territory to its Chinese root 
and further projects Hong Kong onto a broad cultural background by his archaeological 
excavation that solidifies Hongkong yarn's, national and cultural identity. 
The chapter on “The Splitting of Stereotype in The Evergreen Tea House” 
analyses the splitting of a wealthy Anglo-Hongkkong yan in face of his menacing lack. 
David T. K. Wong depicts an ironic picture of stereotypical Hongkong yan in The 
Evergreen Tea House, the Hongkong yan who puts on the mask of a "mimic man" to 
resolve the problematic colonial identification. Wong was a Secretary for Economic 
Services in the 1970s under British administration. Being an Anglo-Hongkong yan and 
a senior government officer working with a British boss, his portraits of the ruling 
Ang\o-Hongkong yan and their relation with the ruling whites in the colony can be very 
inspiring. In Wong's novel, the wealthy tycoon Xavier is a typical "enlightened" man of 
the colony who speaks the colonizer's language, dresses himself in the colonizer's 
costume, and practices the colonizer's rituals. Educated in the missionary school in the 
colony, he thinks of himself more as a European than Chinese. The wealthy family 
background provides him with opportunities to maximize his talent in money making. 
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Xavier is proud to beat his father in his pursuit of wealth, through the immoral means of 
taking advantage of his motherland. Appointed as a member of Executive Council, 
Xavier truly belongs to the ruling class of Hong Kong in terms of both his wealth and 
political power. Unfortunately, the camouflage of a ruling An^o-Hongkong yan does 
not save him from the traumatic guilt and lack. When he travels to Taiwan for the 
recovery of bond with his puppet-lover, Xavier undergoes the experience of a splitting 
ego and confronts death from which no one can save him. The rise and death of Xavier 
have profound implications. Through the examination of his case, it is possible to have 
a close study of Bhabha's idea on the colonial subject and the issue of “false 
representation of a given reality." Wong's intriguing and illuminating narrative 
contributes greatly to the understanding of the problematic identity representation of 
Hongkong yan, the An^o-Hongkong yan in particular. 
Chapter Four, "Decadence and Unhomeliness in The Unwalled City’” examines 
the issue of unhomeliness of Hongkong yan in the countdown to reunification with 
China. The Unwalled City may be read as a revelation of Xu Xi , the well-known Hong 
Kong author who writes in English. Xu Xi is a Hong Kong wah kiu, a "minority" 
ethnically mixed with two Asian bloods (Chinese and Indonesian), who “spoke English 
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too well to be truly ‘local’ or Chinese." Regarding her identity problem, Xu Xi explains 
that ‘‘as locals were quick to comment on my appearance," it often ‘‘made me feel that I 
did not belong in Hong Kong, even though it was, at that time, the only place I 
considered 'home.'"^^ It seems to be a painful fact that Xu Xi is identified as "wah kiu” 
(ethnic Chinese bom out of Chinese territories) and not as Hongkong yan when she is in 
Hong Kong - a place she calls home. Xu Xi points out two features that mark her as a 
wah kiu: the colonizer's language and skin colour. A wah kiu belongs to the upper-class 
society in Hong Kong, and the mastery of the colonizer's language opens the road to 
jobs of higher social status and better salary. Unfortunately wah kiu like Xu Xi may not 
feel that they belong to the city which they call home. The emotion of unhomeliness 
that triggers the pain often disturbs people like Xu Xi. As Bhabha notes, unhomeliness 
is the estrangement, the condition of extra-territorial and cross-cultural initiations. 
Unhomeliness, as a matter of fact, does not disturb only wah kius, expatriates, or 
foreigners living in Hong Kong, but also strikes every Hongkong yan on their way to 
the Handover. In The Unwalled City, expatriates like Vincent and Colleen, locals like 
Andanna and Albert, and the jaahpjung (mixed breed) like Gail, all suffer unhomeliness. 
18 Xu Xi & Mike Ingham, eds. City Voices: Hong Kong Writing in English 1945 to the Present. (Hong 
Kong UP, 2003)21. 
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Through their stories, Xu Xi informs her readers of the psychological tension that every 
Hongkong yan experienced in the countdown of colonial history. Local Hongkong yan, 
just like the wah kius, expatriates, or the jaahpjung, have never been at home in this 
piece of colony; they were always out of the centre, and remain at the "unwalled city.，’ 
They, Hongkong yan and non-Hongkong yan alike, are at the periphery. Their identity is 
not self-defined, but is destined by historical and political circumstances. The emotional 
tension mounts as the transition draws near and results in decadence of living. 
According to Ackbar Abbas, decadence is “what reduces choice, forcloses options, 
blocks exits”i9 and is, therefore, “a form of emotional i n e r t i a . A s a keen observer 
inside the circle with a pair of "outsider's eyes," Xu Xi depicts the emotional 
entanglement of Hongkong yan remarkably, and The Unwalled City remains the most 
valuable source of material for the study of the estrangement of Hongkong yan before 
and beyond 1997. 
I conclude my discussion in Chapter Five "The Hybridity of Two 'Winds': The 
Essence of Hongkongness". The two winds refer to the East and the West. The East 
denotes the authentic Chineseness that Hongkong yan inherited. The West comes with 
19 Ackbar Abbas, Hong Kong: Culture and the Politics of Disappearance. (Hong Kong UP, 1998) 135. 
Ibid, 43. 
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the 150 years of colonial history plus the industrialization and globalization of the last 
century. The unique local culture is the hybrid culture of Hong Kong that shapes the 
city and each Hongkong yan. The hybrid culture can be studied through the city's visual 
aspects like architecture, leisure entertainment and eating culture. The psychological 
impact of the hybrid culture has to be read beyond the Hong Kong faces. The handover 
of Hong Kong to its motherland foregrounds the long hidden ambivalence and anxiety 
of Hongkong yan as they are considered “outsiders，，both by the colonizer and the 
motherland. They are abandoned by both parties — the cause of Hongkong yan, s agony. 
The self-dwarfing "abandoned child complex" gives rise to the arrogant “globalization 
complex." The coexistence of these two opposing emotions is the essence of Hongkong 
yan's “ambivalence，’ in Bhabha's sense. The interaction of the opposing complexes 
helps to shed light on the Hong Kong phenomena or Hongkong yan's irrational 
sheep-like behaviour. The duality of both complexes is the essence of Hongkongness. 
The chapter will also consider the future of Hongkong yan in the post-colonial era and 
the possibility of becoming junggwokyahn as some critics predict. 
This chapter is entitled “The Location of Hong Kong and Hongkong Yan “ as is 
inspired by Bhabha's book The Location of Culture. In the post-colonial era of Hong 
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Kong, it is important to locate the Chineseness/foreignness of the city and the 
heterogeneity of its inhabitants. Since Hongkong yan negotiate across cultures, 
nationalities, and ideologies in various ways, the identity of Hongkong yan, is not 
monolithic but, rather, multifaceted and multidimensional. 
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Chapter Two 
Hongkong Yan on a Flying Carpet: 
The Duality of Chineseness and Foreignness 
To live in the unhomely world, to find its 
ambivalencies and ambiguities enacted in the house of 
fiction, or its sundering and splitting performed in the 
work of art, is also to affirm a profound desire for 
social solidarity: "I am looking for the join ... I want to 
join . . . I want to join." 
Homi Bhabha 
The Location of Culture 
The duality of Chineseness and foreignness is a complex fusion of traditions, 
customs and ideologies of the polarizing East and West. The fusion of the two sides 
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does not idealistically evolve into a harmonious whole. On the contrary, the new 
creation possesses the distinctive yet confronting characteristics. To begin with, the two 
sides are not competing on an equal basis in the city of Hong Kong. The West is the 
intruding force with a mission to "civilize" the indigenous East. It is the confrontation 
of the cultures of the colonizer and the colonized that results in a new hybrid culture. 
The hybridity of the two cultures in Hong Kong signifies the mysterious combination 
and coexistence of the two confronting natures in a single self. According to Bhabha, 
duality is taken up by the colonial subject and is marked by antagonism and 
ambivalence. It is realized in the fantasy of the colonized wishing to occupy the 
colonizer's place while keeping his place in the avenging anger. “[I]t is a doubling, 
dissembling image of being in at least two places at once" (44). It is the vacillation 
between the two subconscious identities (the genuine Chinese and the hybrid 
Hongkong yan) that agonizes Hongkong yan yet simultaneously constructs the unique 
hybrid city of Hong Kong. 
Hong Kong's rapid transformation from an entrepot into an industrial economy 
and more recently to a centre of financial and business services is recorded in Xi Xi's 
allegorical narrative, Flying Caret - A Tale of Fertillia. The folklore style narration 
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provides a reconstruction of Hong Kong history in a child-like tone - innocent and 
naive. The narration speaks daringly of dreams to be gratified — liberation on a Flying 
Carpet. The Fa & Sons Company and its three generations of owners are the centripetal 
force that drives the fiction through the unknown time in history to modernity. The 
polarizing values, norms, ideologies and heritage of East and West intertwined in the 
course of advancement are vividly unfolded in front of the readers. The duality of 
familialism and individualism, patriarchy and autonomy, nationalism and globalization, 
kinship and home bond and travel, as well as Chinese womanhood and celibacy are the 
focal areas of discussion in this chapter. 
Flying Carpet is a symbolic fantasy of human aggression. It is a fantasy of 
liberation from not merely gravity that stops people from reaching the sky, but from all 
forces that hurdle people from being advanced selves. Hongkong yan flying on the 
carpet is a manifestation of dream - a Hong Kong dream of liberation gratified by an 
exotic flying vehicle. Like a carpet, Hong Kong is stationed at the front door of China, 
a strategic position through which China is channeled to the world beyond. With a 
dream of flying over China, Hong Kong is visualized as a “flying carpet." The visual 
image of Hongkong yan flying on a Turkist carpet is an image of duality — the duality 
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of Chineseness and foreignness - in its own particularities. 
The Fa's family is a traditional Chinese family making up of branches of 
kinships all staying together for the management of a family business, the Holland 
water shop. Holland water - the icy sugary drinks in glass bottles - is a product of 
exoticism and foreignness against the Chinese traditional drink of tea. The running of a 
family business selling exotic drinks highlights Fertillia as an open port allowing 
undisturbed flow of foreign products as well as ideas. ‘‘Fertillia’” a translation from 
“Fei-tu Zhen” which literally means "fertile-soil town,” is a pseudonym for Hong Kong. 
Fertility denotes the homogenized soil and climate of the East and the West. The 
motherland of Fertillia is Dragonland (China) where the Fertilllians inherit the 
language, cultural heritages and moral norms, or their "originality" in Bhabha's terms. 
The Fa & Sons of Fertillia represents the early entrepreneurs of Hong Kong. They are 
agencies of influx of foreignness. The Fa & Sons signifies the traditional running of 
family business in Chinese hierarchical and patriarchal manner. The assimilation of 
Chinese culture in business running can be interpreted as the patriarchal society of 
Hong Kong where familialism is stressed and individualism has to be sacrificed for the 
well-being of the family and the family business. The fate of family members is 
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collectively tied to the fate of family business which simultaneously symbolizes the 
achievement and status of the family in the community. The morality of patriarchy and 
familialism is passed from generation to generation, loading the protagonists Thirdson 
Fa and his wife Jeunesse Ip with responsibilities of keeping the family business, and the 
achievement of the Fa family. 
Thirdson Fa is the son of Rainson Fa, the hard-working owner of Fa & Sons of 
Fertillia. Thirdson has to help with the family business most of the time because other 
family members like Wonson and Twoson indulge in scientific research and show no 
interest in managing a business. As a young man, Thirdson engages himself in a 
respected team of volunteer firefighters who call themselves "friends of righteousness." 
Thirdson has a good time in the company of brotherhood. These "fellas" are as close as 
his family members where his emotions are channeled. Fertillians are people who are 
slow to reveal intimate information for fear of making oneself vulnerable. As Michael 
Harris Bond notes in his analysis of the Chinese pattern of communication, "The 
Western tradition of straight talk, open debate, friendly disagreement, and loyal 
opposition has no place in an interpersonal system focused on relationship rather than 
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‘truth.’” Thirdson, like most Fertillians, is the typical reserved Chinese man. The 
engagement in family business confines Thirdson's exposure to the world. Thus, he is 
delighted with the kinship and friendship bond. His attachment to the narrow groups of 
family and "friends of righteousness" is pleasurable and gratifying before he is 
introduced to a new world of science and individualism, the core ideology of the West. 
Young Thirdson's favourite pastime is to visit the red-brick house where 
Wonson and Two son alienate themselves for their “intellectual pursuits of Western 
science and technology." The brothers who are obsessed in scientific advancement are 
considered by the family as “a little mad" for they refuse to give up scientific research 
for managing the family business. The brothers are “mad,，’ yet they are full of foreign 
wisdom that widens Thirdson's horizon. For instance, a discussion with them on the 
tameness of fire enlightens him. Thirdson comes to realize that though dangerous, fire 
can also be looked upon as something “zealous and ardent". "Fire is vertical and is 
forever rising upwards ...Soaring in heaven has always been the dream of fire... Fire 
can have dreams.. .Fire is astonishing [and] ...I，amour 严 
21 Michael Harris Bond, Beyond the Chinese Face: Insights from Psychology. (Oxford UP, 1992) 55. 
22 Xi Xi. Flying Carpet: a Tale of Fertillia. Trans. Diana Yue. (Hong Kong UP, 2000) 127. Subsequent 
references are to this edition of the novel and are included parenthetically in the test. 
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It is customary in Chinese culture to accept fire as one of the five elements that 
dominate the physical existence. Balance between the positive and negative forces of 
these elements brings peace. It is Chinese wisdom to be respectful and, at the same time, 
to be fearful of such forces. The paradoxical perspective is fundamentally characteristic 
of Thirdson too who, on the one hand, desires to become a new kind of man like 
Wonson and Two son — the enlightened man — if he is given a choice, and on the other 
hand, he has to confine himself to his family business. The battle between seeking a 
new self and keeping the family business going takes place in Thirdson. 
Choice making is never exercised at the adolescent stage in Chinese families. 
As a little Hongkong yan in patriarchal familialism, Thirdson does not seem to have 
much say regarding his own life. Even his wife, Jeunesse Ip, is not of his own choice 
but of accidence. In an attempt to save a pretty young girl who rather to die in a blaze 
than be saved by a man whom she doesn't know, the girl makes a request: "Now you 
are holding me in your arms, you must marry me and make me your wife" (51). The 
paradox of the situation is that Jeunesse Ip uses Chinese traditional values as an excuse 
to take an active role in marrying herself when decent women are not allowed such 
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freedom in patriarchal China. Xi Xi successfully delineates the transition of women's 
role in Flying Carpet by a number of female characters in the fiction. The above 
utterance is significant enough to portray a female character that is both submissive and 
subversive. Being submissive to Chinese patriarchal tradition, Jeunesse does not allow 
herself to be touched by any unknown man without parental consent. However, to ask a 
man to marry her is a subversive action in a patriarchal society where marriage 
arrangement is the business of parents and never a matter of the daughter's will. As the 
story shows, Jeunesse becomes more aggressive than Thirdson in terms of choice 
making, and eventually she pushes him into exilic search for self-identity by accident. 
A fire breaks out while the young couple are enjoying a movie. Thirdson stays 
to save other cinema-goers while Jeunesse runs home for the pick-axe of her husband. 
Thirdson is holding a woman in his arms when he sees Jeunesse approaching with an 
axe in her hand. Thirdson suddenly remembers the whispers of Jeunesse on their 
antique-style bed — “a big wooden cabinet made up of slot after slot of little rectangular 
drawers." She whispers a thousand times into her husband's ear: 
"Remember you must not hold another woman in your arms. If you do 
that, I'll take your pick-axe and cut you up into thirty-two pieces, and I'll 
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put your eyes in this drawer, your ears in this drawer, your nose in this 
drawer, your mouth in this drawer, and your heart in this drawer.. .，，(65) 
The young man is startled by his wife's sudden appearance with a pick-axe in her hand. 
He turns around and starts to run and runs completely out of sight. In a symbolic sense, 
Thirdson runs out of his bonds of wife and familialism. He runs freely into the 
unknown future with a simple wish of gratification in mind - to be a free and 
enlightened man - to be an individual of his own choice. Thirdson's running away 
signifies the reaching out of early Hongkong yan to the amazing unknown world of the 
West. 
Many years later, Thirdson returns to Fertillia as a West-educated, middle-aged 
man, for whom familialism and individualism no longer negate each other. Thirdson 
meets his wife Jeunesse and daughter Flora, and finds out that the Holland-water 
company has been downsized to a small shop that sells honey as a means of survival in 
times of economic slump. Thirdson's knowledge of German and archaeology finds to 
be out of place in the land of Fertillia in times of early industrialization. He has to take 
the role of a housefather when his wife works in a nearby factory to sew garments. A 
newspaper report on a discovery of an ancient tomb grants Thirdson a new opportunity 
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to reconcile with his individualistic pursuit of intellectual life. At the site of the ancient 
tomb, Thirdson met a German-speaking priest and a professor from the Department of 
Archaeology. Being a valuable human resource in the field of archaeology, Thirdson is 
immediately invited to join the project of archaeological excavation and research - the 
study of an ancient tomb that can be traced to Han Dynasty. The unearthed ancient 
tomb restores the unexplored land of colonization to its originality - the Chinese root. 
Thirdson's acquisition of Western language and knowledge links foreignness to this 
unexplored city of ancient history where he is bom. The discovery links him culturally 
and ethnically to Dragonland (China), his motherland. The linkage suggests for him a 
dual identity — a genuine Chinese of the East and an enlightened intellectual from the 
West. Although Thirdson goes to Fa & Sons everyday to run the dwindled family 
business of honey selling, he does extramural teaching of German in the evening and 
works on the research project when he is free. By teaching the Fertillian language to 
German people in town, Thirdson becomes the ambassador of his native culture. 
Thirdson is as typical as any Fertillian (Hong Kong) father in town, he works day and 
night for the family and fortunately he is ceaselessly engaged in his individualistic 
search of scientific knowledge. He is complacent in his dual cultural identities of 
Chinese familialism and Western individualism. By actualizing the combination of the 
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polarizing East and West perspectives, Thirdson significantly illustrates the hybridity of 
Hongkong yan in the industrial age of the colony. Being the ambassador of the local 
culture, Thirdson further paves the way for Hong Kong's internationalism. 
In a symbolic sense, the gratification of the desire for an enlightened and 
intellectual individual grants Thirdson a sense of self, which implicates a kind of 
tension between different traditions. According to Bhabha, the tension of desire of 
identification emerges in an in-between space of a doubling. Disavowal of either 
familialism or individualism in Thirdson only inscribes ambivalence. Bhabha opines 
that the stabilization of self is obtained through the totalizing of the confronting 
identifications. This refers to the identification of the opposing cultural formations in a 
single self. The totalized sense of identity can be achieved by narrowing the in-between 
space of doubling that triggers ambivalence and antagonism. What Thirdson suggests, 
so to speak, is his claim of a dual identity of Chineseness and foreignness fortified by 
playing down his patriarchal role. This act, to a certain extent, eases the tension 
between different values. The duality of Thirdson exists as a whole rather than a 
doubling. This new man is a hybrid who goes beyond his era. 
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Thirdson's wife, Jeunesse, plays a significant yet allegorical role in helping 
Thirdson develop a new sense of identity. Her strong will and ability to manage the 
family make Thirdson play down his patriarchal role. Jeunesse is the catalyst of 
Thirdson's self-exile that provides him with ample chances of travel and exposure. The 
travel and exposure empower Thirdson with the vision of self-identity which is unlike 
the indigenous Chinese, and which in turn contributes to the advancement of his city 
and his children on the road to cosmopolitanism. As an allegorical figure, Jeuness has 
another side of her character: due to her submission to patriarchy, the transformed 
middle-aged Thirdson is immediately accepted to the family. In tracing the 
development of characterization of Jeunesse from a beloved single daughter of a 
middle-class furniture owner to a deserted wife, then to the sole bread-winner of a 
family of three generations and later the entrepreneur in hotel and fruit drink business, 
the portrait of Jeunesse is significant enough to address Xi Xi's intention of underlying 
the growth of Hong Kong with the contribution of women in this evolving city. 
For Xi Xi, it is important and necessary to include women in the discussion of 
Hongkong yan. In Flying Carpet, Jeunesse is not depicted as a meek and servile 
Chinese woman. On the contrary, she seems to be wild and violent in nature. In her 
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childhood memory, violence is part of everyday life. In her school days, an old man 
shared with Jeunesse the way of taming cats - chop away part of the tail, and cats will 
be as tame as ever. Since then, it is easy to tell Jeunesse's cats from the Fa's. Hers has 
the tails chopped. In another incident, the sound of a cat mewing brings young Jeunesse 
to a bloody scene of a dismembered young body in a big suitcase outside the front door 
of her house. The violence that Jeunesse encounters in her childhood helps to shed light 
on her bloody warning whispered to Thirdson when they are sharing tender moments 
on the luxurious bed. 
The development of Jeunesse from a wild girl to a capable manager of family 
business has a historical connotation. Thirdson and Jeunesse actually represent two 
kinds of Hongkong yan. Parallel with the confidence crisis of Hong Kong in the 1980s, “ 
particularly after the June 4 incident, Thirdson's self-exile can be read as an analogy to 
the brain-drain of Hong Kong professionals at times of the Sino-British negotiations 
that underwent without participation from Hong Kong. The massive emigration to 
Western countries has severe impact on Hong Kong. In contrast to Thirdson, Jeunesse 
represents another group of Hongkong yan who stayed in Hong Kong even when Hong 
Kong's socio-economic status was declining day by day. After Thirdson leaves, 
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Jeunesse has to shoulder the entire burden of familial and household responsibilities. At 
times, she has a sense of losing control over life. Her feeling of lack of a future and 
security is more intense than anyone in the family. Like any abandoned mothers and 
wives, she has to fulfill the role as mother and as the breadwinner of the family. The 
burden of running Fa <Sc Sons and the pressure of child-rearing have changed the young 
woman and given her new identity. The strength in facing the bloody violence in her 
childhood is transformed into sources of powerful drives that lead Jeunesse through the 
hard days of Thirdson's absence. In this sense, Thirdson's self-exile empowers 
Jeunesse in the same way as most Hongkong yan who chose to stay in Hong Kong were 
empowered — by being abandoned and facing hardship on their own. By the time when 
Thirdson returns as a transformed intellectual, Jeunesse has also been transformed into 
a new sense of self that she has not thought of before. The transformation of Jeunesse ‘ 
suggests a new dimension of Hongkong yan's identity, particularly women's identity. 
Growing out of the old stereotypes of submissive Oriental women, Hong Kong women 
have become as compatible and capable as men in times of hardship - the typical Hong 
Kong neuih keuhng yan (a strong woman). 
Xi Xi's portrait of Jeunesse as a neuih keuhng yan, or a strong woman is 
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particularly significant in the context of Chinese culture. In Confucian patriarchal 
family system — the Chineseness of Hong Kong families in a British colony, women 
should be submissive. In the traditional families like the Fas, women are subjugated to 
the power of their fathers, husbands and sons, and had no independent status outside 
family. The identity of these women is defined by familialism that shapes their 
womanhood and femininity. In contrast to Thirdson, Jeunesse never has the 
opportunities to travel abroad. She is neither atomistic nor autonomous as her husband. 
Her gender identity and interest are rooted in familial kinship and obligations. Viewed 
in this perspective, Jeunesse is very much the persona of a Chinese mother with a 
healthy body and a willful mind. However, as a typical Hong Kong woman, she has 
acquired a different side of identity and character. She is open to ideas and advice that 
ultimately steer her to subvert the Chinese patriarchy and to become the mastermind of 
the Fa's family. She is a traditional Chinese woman in core yet very pragmatic in reality. 
She is the accountant of the family business. With a housewife's instinct in managing 
the finance of the family and an open mind to Wonson and Twoson's view, the Fa & 
Sons has transcended from a small honey shop to a fruit juice shop and later to a new 
herbal tea shop. The rise on property value in the nineties further benefits the family 
who ultimately owns hotels on the original site of Holland-water factory. Though 
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without much education, Jeunesse takes the opportunities that Fertillia (Hong Kong) 
society provides and transforms herself into a new woman with organizational and 
managerial talent. It is the economic bloom in Fertillia that provides Jeunesse with 
choices and opportunities in business. Jeunesse and her Fa & Sons Company are the 
symbols of hybrid economic formation of Hong Kong. Foreign scientific idea is 
brought into the business but it is run in a very Chinese manner — a family business. 
Jeunesse is a neuih keuhng yan in Fertillia who has a very strong local tint. In this 
sense, Jeunesse is very typical of Hongkong yan: She is not an elite with foreign 
education or background, yet she is intelligent and successful. She is not raised in a 
Westernized family, yet she knows how to take advantage of Western technology and 
science to develop Chinese business. She seems to represent a group of "uncivilized" 
yet smart Hongkong yan to whom the imperialistic colonizer claims the success of ‘ 
capitalist colonization. 
Contrast to Jeunesse, Claire, Jeunesse’s younger cousin, seems to be a role 
model of successfully "civilized" Hongkong yan in the colonizer's eyes. Bom to a 
wealthy bourgeois family, Claire is sent to a Christian girls' school by her father who is 
a banker. Her father is a well-leamt man who fascinates Claire with his knowledge of 
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astronomy. She comes to know that all stars in the sky are immortals and that any one 
who discovers a new star has the right to name the star after him. The mysterious 
universe of the sky above summons her to explore. She has decided not to cook and 
sew like her mother. The Western educational curriculum and biblical teachings in 
school further challenge the traditional inferior role of Chinese women. Claire is 
determined to equip herself for the future challenges. In their adolescence, Claire 
suggests to Jeunesse that they should spend summer vacation by working as salesgirls 
in a department store. The wages earned can be used to pay abacus and foreign 
language classes. Jeunesse wants to seek parental consent before applying and Claire 
counter-suggests a trial to test if they like the job and would tell their parents only if the 
job is really satisfying. Unfortunately both girls are taken home after a half-day's work. 
Claire, though younger than Jeunesse, is more determined and task-oriented. At a 
young age, she is ready to take an alternative role of womanhood that is defined by 
herself and not by tradition. Fertillia is but a bounded territory that she needs to leave 
in order to satisfy her hunger for Western knowledge of science and technology. 
Claire furthers her study of astronomy in America, and she is successful in her 
scholarly pursuit. The achievement of Claire is announced in the headline of the local 
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newspapers: "Asteroid Mu-lian discovered by woman astronomer Claire Wu." What is 
most interesting and ironic is Clair's choice to name the asteroid Mu-lian. Educated in 
Christian religious tradition — the colonizer's religion, Claire is actually unacquainted 
to Buddhist legends of Mu-lian, a hero of great filial piety, who goes down to Hell to 
rescue his mother and is respected in every Chinese household. Unknown to the 
Buddhist legend, Claire names the asteroid Mu-lian simply because the words mean 
“eye-to-eye’，in Chinese and Claire actually finds two stars linked together. The 
reluctant naming of the asteroid after her name signifies Claire's vision. She is unhappy 
to leam from father that all asteroids found before bear names of foreigners or foreign 
gods. It is her wish to name the newfound asteroid in Dragonese (Chinese), the 
language of Fertillia. Claire is a woman with a vision, a global vision. With a wish to ； 
：！ 
honour her mother tongue, she unintentionally names the asteroid the god of Chinese � 
Buddhism. Claire signifies the hybridized cultural formation of Hongkong yan. A 
simple gesture of naming an asteroid reveals Claire's nationalism. Though educated in 
Western colonizer's thoughts and language, her native language, Dr agones e (Chinese), 
reinforces Claire's sense of identity. Probably it is the same reason that most Hongkong 
yan use Chinese rather than English for everyday life even under British rule for 150 
years. The native language reinforces Hongkong yan with their national identity. 
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The contestation of identification intensifies as Clair returns from America to 
Fertillia. After her mother's death, Claire is determined to stay in Fertillia to take up 
the role of her mother in taking care of father - the patriarchal head of family. Claire's 
role of modem and individualistic womanhood is challenged. As an elite woman of 
modernity, Claire now resumes the conservative view of Chinese women by playing the 
familial role and responsibilities. She has to sacrifice her role as a scientific researcher 
in America to resume a traditional role of daughter in Fertillia. Claire represents a 
Hong Kong woman's dual role of familialism and individualism. On the one hand, she ] 
I 
accepts naturally the gender division of labour in the family by taking up a daughter's 
role. On the other hand, she exhibits an individualism of free choice-making in 
determining the form of her life. Clair reflects an ambivalent identity of embracing ‘ 
•J 
different cultural values. Claire's new self is contesting and antagonistic. Like many 
Hong Kong intellectuals, Clair is psychologically home-bound, although she excels 
herself from the nourishment of Western culture and education. 
The embodiment of duality of Chineseness and foreignness in Claire reflects a 
much deeper and wider perspective than any other characters in Flying Carpet. Her 
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bourgeois background and the knowledge of a foreign language pave the way for her 
achievement. Claire's astronomic education in "the Country of the Star Spangled 
Banner" (America) rewards her a title of astronomer and a research job at the Fertillian 
Observatory. She teaches a Sunday class of “Star Watch For Kids" organized by the 
Urban Council Library. Her teaching combines Western astronomic education with 
Chinese cultural heritage. Through the telescope she shows children the heavenly stars 
of the Cowherd and the Spinner Maid and tells them the stories of Cowherd and 
Spinner Maid in Chinese legends. Back to Fertillia from abroad, Claire's 
self-realization of a scientist is now enlightened with the local legendary culture. She is 
a functional and cultural link of Fertillia with the world beyond. Her duality of 
Chineseness and foreignness serves a dual purpose. The duality contributes to the 
advancement of her city in the fields of both astronomy and education. Simultaneously, 
this Westernized lady of the Orient has narrowed the in-between of the two cultures and 
successfully re-created a new hybrid culture of her birthplace. 
The contestation in the duality of Claire does not end here. The Western 
educational curriculum that Claire receives challenges the traditional inferior role of 
Chinese women. The Western teaching provides new models for elite women like 
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Claire who eventually opt for celibacy rather than being a wife or a mother. Claire's 
choice of remaining unmarried to pursue scientific advancement is considered too 
aggressive in Chinese society. Fortunately, Claire has a liberal-minded father who, upon 
several inquiries on her possible romances, finds out that Claire's “boy friend" is 
actually “a reflecting telescope with a 200-inch curved mirror.，，In a sense, refusal to 
accept the role of a wife and mother is resistance to patriarchy. The resistance of elite 
women to marriage has great impact on female Hongkong yan, who no longer depend 
on men for life. The patriarchal values of Chinese tradition like faithfulness and 
obedience to men has been challenged by Claire's model of female autonomy. In a 
symbolic sense, Clair in Xi Xi's Flying Carpet finally reaches the sky, the boundless 
universe, not by a Turkist carpet, but by modem technology and education. She is the 
emblem of Hong Kong elite women in the IV^ century — the symbol of female 
autonomy. 
Among other Fertillians portrayed in Xi Xi's Flying Carpet, there are two 
interesting characters who fly on the carpet like lovers without knowing whether they 
live in reality or in a dream. They are the sleepwalker Flora, Jeunesse's daughter, and 
Falibaba，"the boy with curly hair" left in Fertillia by his Turkish father who came to 
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Fertillia to sell carpets. The carpet that flies is actually a flawed carpet left unsold on 
the attic of "lotus-heart tea shop" that is adjacent to the Fa & Sons. The teashop owner 
is the old and ailing couple who let Falibaba stay with them in the attic. Xi Xi's 
insertion of Falibaba in the story serves two purposes. First, Fertillia is a melting pot of 
different ethnicities and cultures. Secondly, it is a free port where exotic goods and 
ideas are accessible. 
Falibaba emerges as the less fortunate foreigner who survives at the mercy of 
the kind-hearted Fertillians. Jeunesse cares for the “young lad" and provides him with 
education and a home after the death of the old couple out of sympathy. The same age 
as Flora, Falibaba is her playmate and attendant. Falibaba is the one who discovers 
Flora's sleepwalking habit and protects her against all possible dangers. With his flying 
carpet, Falibaba saves Jeunesse from the fire that breaks out in Fa & Sons during 
Thirdson's absence. Toward the end of the story, Falibaba gratifies old Thirdson's 
dream of being once again the brave Pick-axe Squad firefighter by flying him high on 
the carpet to save trapped people from the blazing skyscraper. Though he serves as the 
lifesaver of the Fas, Falibaba stays behind the scene in the novel. He is but a guard in 
Fertillia. He guards Flora against harm in her sleepwalking, he guards the life of 
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Fertillians in fires and most literally of all, he “stands outside the bank's safety vault 
and works as a showpiece" of door guard. He is to serve the Fertillians. Though his 
religion is respected when he makes a request to the bank manager for his trip to the 
Mosque to worship on Fridays, he is asked to “grow a good bushy beard" in return if he 
wants the job. Falibaba is an explicit illustration of “internal colonization" as 
suggested by Ka-Ming Wu. The Fertillians {Hongkong yan) have acquired the position 
of the colonizer both economically and culturally to the minority ethnics in Fertillia 
(Hong Kong). Though renowned as the melting pot of different ethnics and culture in 
Hong Kong, Hongkong yan in fact exhibit a hierarchical fashion of integration with 
these people. In this manner, Hongkong yan represent a duality of both the colonized 
and the colonizer. 
The cultural heritage of Fertillia is passed on generation after generation. In 
Hong Kong as in Fertillia, cultural values and traditions are often embedded in stories 
and tales. The character of Jeunesse's Nanny is a unique story-teller, who is a 
resourceful bank of nostalgic legends and nursery rhymes. From Nanny, Jeunesse 
leams nursery rhymes that are rich in local colour and values. Nanny is herself a local 
23 Eliza W.Y. Lee, et al., Gender and Change in Hong Kong, ( Hong Kong UP, 2003) 146. 
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legend. The notorious pirate Cheng Seventh is Nanny's grandfather. The legendary 
story of Nanny provides Fertillia with its distinctive local history — a place of pirates. In 
telling her own story to Claire and Jeunesse, Nanny unconsciously portrays a heroine of 
"Grandma Cheng" who commands the pirates. The story of this woman pirate 
commander with two husbands fascinates Claire with diversified definitions of Chinese 
womanhood. The inclusion of Nanny in Xi Xi，s book helps to exhibit the hybridized 
local culture of Fertillm. The legend of Nanny is simultaneously the legendary 
synthesis of Fertillian (Hong Kong) and foreign pop culture in entertainment. Before 
the novel ends, Nanny returns to the scene in an amusement park called Pirates' 
Paradise. It is a theme park with all sorts of exotic electric rides on land and in water. 
Nanny has found her grandfather's buried treasure and used the money to build Pirates' 
Paradise in memory of the great pirate. In many ways, Pirates' Paradise is simply a 
copy of an amusement park in Western societies. The various rides, roller coasters, 
Ferris wheel, mirror labyrinth and the fun-packed carnivals are all borrowed from the 
West. The success of Pirates' Paradise in Fertillia embodies the success synthesis of 
Fertillian pirates' culture with foreign entertainment culture. Such synthesis of 
nostalgia and exoticism marks Fertillia as the unique culture of duality. The mixture of 
local tradition with the influx of foreign cultures reinforces the characteristics of 
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Fertillia as a metropolitan city. 
Flying Carpet as an allegoric folklore shows an unconventional way of 
representing the handover of Hong Kong to China. In Xi Xi's story, Fertillia is struck 
by an earthquake carried over from Dragonland. The earthquake is the analogue of 
Hong Kong's handover to the Chinese sovereignty, which strikes Hongkong yan hard 
and unexpectedly. The earthquake triggers a massive exodus of Fertillians to English 
speaking countries in the West. Some Fertillians prefer to stay and pray to Heaven for 
salvation. Before the allegorical story ends, Xi Xi mocks Heaven on High (the British 
colonizer) for sending an inferior female angel to save Fertillia, but this angel's 
mission is never accomplished. The angel called Elbriga, who has come out of 
Gabriel's rib, is supposed to come “to protect Fertillia and bestow blessings." But 
unfortunately, the stupid Elbriga lost the tidings entirely, and she fails the “Heaven on 
High" as well as the six million Fertillians below. The Fertillians are mercilessly left 
on their own. It is the dream to fly away that torments many Fertillians. Xi Xi gratifies 
their dream by sending them a flying carpet by which they can travel up and high in the 
boundless sky. The story ends with the vanishing of the entire town of Fertillia. It is 
true that the colonized Hong Kong vanished completely after July 1, 1997 — A new 
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SAR (Special Administrative Region) of China was bom. 
The change of sovereignty shocks the territory (Hong Kong) more 
overwhelmingly than the striking earthquake of Fertillia. The new Special 
Administrative Region of China is an organic body of duality. The hybridized economic 
and cultural formation and the region's particular heritage would not disappear 
overnight with the colonial history as the Fertillians vanished with the whole town. In 
the post-colonial era, the confronting duality of Chineseness and foreignness continue 
to be the essential constituents of the city and its inhabitants. Local Hongkong yan like 
Thirdson, Jeunesse, Claire, Flora, Nanny and even Falibaba, though they vanished in 
Flying Carpet, remain to be inhabitants of Hong Kong after the Handover. The change 
of sovereignty complicates the problematic identification of these people. The new ‘ 
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identity is not merely negation of the former colonial identity that used to help to shape 
these hybridized individuals, but rather an inclusion of more kinds of “plus” such as 
nationalism. It seems that Hongkong yan were suddenly thrown into an unfamiliar and 
"unhomely world, to find its ambivalencies and ambiguities enacted in the house of 
fiction," as Bhabha describes. Overnight, Hongkong yan became a new minority 
member of a large national family. It is hard for them either to accept or to disavow the 
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change. Although they are not ready to accept it, the disavowal of new identity would 
nevertheless agonize Hongkong yan for it means the betrayal of nationalism. The 
duality of opposing emotions of identification and disavowal characterize the 
ambivalence of the people of the new SAR. They feel displaced and disjointed by the 
disappearance of the hybrid soil that nourishes their particular local culture and heritage. 
Therefore, they are looking for a new "join" (Bhabha 18). 
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Chapter Three 
The Splitting of Stereotype in 
The Evergreen Tea House 
It is not possible to see how power functions productively as 
incitement and interdiction. Nor would it be possible....to 
calculate the traumatic impact of the return of the 
oppressed - those terrifying stereotypes of savagery, 
cannibalism, lust and anarchy of fear and desire, in colonial 
texts. It is precisely this function of the stereotype as phobia 
and fetish that, according to Fanon, threatens the closure of 
the racial/epidermal schema for the colonial subject and 
opens the royal road to colonial fantasy. 
Homi Bhabha 
The Location of Culture 
The interpellation of colonial mission is the production of "enlightened men" 
among the natives. These people speak the colonizer's language, dress in the 
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colonizer's clothes and practice the colonizer's religious rituals. The production of 
enlightened colonial subjects reinforces imperialist rule and justifies colonialism. These 
enlightened subjects resemble their colonizer in outward appearance and intellectual 
performance. Nevertheless, they are nothing more than mimic men. Even though the 
subjects are "enlightened" in their free will, they are not without contestation in respect 
to the quest for identity. Unlike the "un-enlightened" majority of the natives (like most 
of the characters in Flying Carpet), the enlightened are not necessarily heralded by the 
transformation. On the contrary, they are ambivalent and agonistic due to the splitting 
of self. 
The psychoanalytic study of colonial discourse centers on the identity formation 
that is constructed through the Self-Other trajectory as discussed by Gail Ching-Liang 
Low in White Skins/Black Masks (192) - the title of the book is a word play on Fanon's 
Black Skin White Mask. Though her study focuses on the notion of the racial body in 
colonial discourse — the body and body images in psychoanalysis, her discussion 
highlights the contributions of Fanon, Bhabha and Lac an to the theories of 
self-formation. Fanon stresses that self-identification is perceived on the level of the 
“not-self’ and the "fantasized self.，，He further argues that the process of Othering is 
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not a symmetrical one: “Only for the white man the Other is perceived on the level of 
the body-image, absolutely as the not-self - that is, the unidentifiable, the 
unassismilable" (196). Low reminds us that the visual aspect is vital in the process of 
identification, and that explains why the "not-self is covered up by the “fantasized 
self." Looking through the eyes of the white colonizer, Fanon adds that non-white 
subjects always remain to be the Other due to their skin colour — a tattooed 
identification of inferiority. The Lacanian theory of “mirror stage" discusses the 
psychological ambivalence of the “self.，，The mirror image “provides a pleasurable and 
erotic process of self-affirmation," yet simultaneously "produces an unpleasurable 
process of alienation and retroactive nostalgia for wholeness." An ambivalent love-hate 
emotion is suggested in the recognition of "self." It is Bhabha's argument that draws 
reader's attention to the "splitting of the ego” in identity representation. Low reminds 
her reader of Bhabha's insistence on the ambivalence of the process of identification, 
and also on Lacan's representational mirror that works by virtue of a spatial splitting. 
Splitting is the result of the “contradiction between the subject's narcissistic demand for 
imaginary wholeness and its avowal of difference." Splitting is the uncanny return of 
the deeply repressed fear and insecurity that is covered up by a comforting fantasy of 
mimicry. The mimetic subjects, though identified as the "enlightened" by the colonizer, 
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are recognized as the "stereotype" by Fanon and Bhabha. 
Regarding the notion of stereotype, Bhabha writes that "The stereotype...is a 
false representation of a given reality" (75). Mimic men are stereotypes for they are 
aware of the given reality that is fixed and offers no alteration. To Bhabha, stereotype is 
a form of knowledge and identification that vacillates between what is already known 
and something that is unknown. The vacillation that is central to stereotype is a process 
of ambivalence. What is already known is "fixity" that vacillates with 
“re-presentation,” which is something unfamiliar (the false representation). "Fixity" 
refers to the Other that is unchangeable, known and predictable.^"^ The colonial subjects 
are fixed as the Other. Stereotype is a complex articulation of “a contradictory belief; 
it is not merely the identification with the fixed Other, but simultaneously the deeply 
desired which is most feared and projected — the "fantasized-self." Bhabha names it “a 
complex, ambivalent, contradictory mode of representation." 
Given that the identification of stereotype is the vacillation between the most 
familiar and the deeply desired that is unknown, Bhabha's reading of the stereotype 
24 Childs & Williams's paraphrasing of Bhabha's idea in Introduction to Post-colonial Theory 
(London; New York: Prentice Hall Europe 1997) 125. 
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when applied to colonialism is paradoxical. The understanding of Freud's fetishism is 
crucial to the understanding of Bhabha's acknowledgement of stereotype and its 
ambivalent mode of representation. Freud refers fetishism to cases “in which the 
normal sexual object is replaced by another that bears some relation to it." This may be 
a part of the body or any kinds of substitutes that are likened to the fetishes. The 
fetishist has control over the substitution and at the same time disavows the original 
object of desire. This love-hate emotional ambivalence sustains throughout the process 
of identification. Bhabha further makes structural and functional links of colonial 
stereotypes to fetishism. Structurally, both colonial stereotype and fetishism vacillate 
between a fixity that restores its presence (what is already known/familiar) to the one 
that disavows the difference (what is unknown/unfamiliar). Functionally, both colonial 
stereotype and fetishism vacillate between the affirmation of wholeness and the anxiety 
associated with lack and difference. Therefore, the stereotype is a complex belief — 
that is, simultaneously recognition and disavowal of difference.^^ The positioning of the 
subject in the stereotyped discourse of colonialism is interesting to note. The subject is 
often either fixed in a solely negating body of consciousness (an image threatened by 
25 See Childs & Williams's discussion of Freud's idea 'mAn Introduction to Post-colonial Theory 
(London; New York: Prentice Hall Europe 1997) 126. 
26 See Childs & Williams's discussion of Bhbha's idea mAn Introduction to Post-colonial Theory 
(London; New York: Prentice Hall Europe 1997) 127. 
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lack) or as a new kind of man (an enlightened mimic). It is further interesting to note 
that the discourse in Hong Kong offers a doubling of both, which will be discussed in 
this chapter. 
The protagonist in David T. K. Wong's The Evergreen Tea House is Chu 
Wing-seng, who later renames himself as Xavier. He is portrayed as being caught in the 
ambivalent and assertive vacillation between the real me and the real Me that is 
discussed by Bhabha in his famous article on “Interrogating Identity." Chu is the 
second generation of a wealthy business family in Hong Kong who gathered their 
wealth by smuggling into Hong Kong food from China during the Korean War in the 
1940s. Chu's mother, who is ironically named Serenity, was previously a courtesan in 
one of the private clubs in Western District, the then red light area in Hong Kong. Chu's 
father comes from a wealthy family in Canton and is sent to Hong Kong “to start a 
branch of the family business" because “he [is] the only one who [knows] English." 
The young man is attached to the "pei-pa girl" (a teenage courtesan who plays 
mandolin and sings), and he spends all his money on restoring the girl's freedom, 
leaving behind father's will of starting a branch of family business. The union with a 
courtesan sullies the family name and he is considered “a thief and an embezzler" by 
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his father. As a punishment, "family members [are] forbidden contact with him.” The 
lack of recognition from the family and community results in a low profile living style 
even though father's talent in business brings Chu's family tremendous wealth and the 
"gleaming Gold Star Plaza" — the first cityscape building in the colony in the 1950s. 
Marked by his love of Chinese Literature and culture, father is an intellectual of his 
time who is greatly tormented by the lack (of family support) and guilt (of exploitation 
to bring wealth). For redemption, he pays the victims of his capitalist invasion 
handsomely without the noticing of the benefited. He further channels money to 
maintain the Evergreen Tea House for the welfare of his partners in the days of 
smuggling. Serenity, on her part, is determined to raise her son in Buddha's teaching of 
sharing and sacrifice. 
However, as he grows up, Chu moves against his parents' will due to his pursuit 
of power and Darwinian capitalism. Considering his parent's belief and morality as out 
of date, Chu is anxious to “re-present’，himself as a new kind of man (the enlightened), 
a new genius in money making. Apparently, the characterization of Chu falls into the 
category of stereotype described by Bhabha — a form of identification with not merely 
the fixed Other (the humble and moral Chinese) but simultaneously the most deeply 
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desired that is feared and projected — the fantasized self (the powerful conqueror). This 
complex, ambivalent and contradictory mode of representation is manifested by his 
names with illustrative meaning. He is named "Wing-seng" by his father. Wing-seng 
means "Forever Successful." His father has a wish that his son would grow up to be 
"forever successful as a decent and upright human being." The name seems to load Chu 
with too much responsibility and Chinese morality. A Chinese name of Wing-seng 
inscribed on a yellow face among his white friends becomes the unbearable mark of the 
Other for this young man. He has the urge to represent himself in the "ideal" image of 
the white. He chooses a name that purposefully conceals his culture and truthfully 
reflects the Western culture that is built upon Christianity. He calls himself Xavier. In 
his mother's meditation room, he self-reflects that “he ha[s] lived up to the sound of his 
self-selected name, He ha[s] indeed been a saviour, though saving others naturally 
brought rewards for himself as well." Xavier, like his parents, subconsciously grants 
his name a wish to be gratified: bring earthly rewards to himself before saving others. 
Unlike his mother who has spent almost half of her life kneeling on a prayer mat 
meditating in front of a giant bronze Buddha in her meditation room, he considers 
himself “never ha[s] much truck with gods or the supernatural." Money is his religion. 
27 David T.K. Wong, The Evergreen Tea House. (Muse Publishing Ltd., 2003) 195. 
Subsequent references are to this edition of the novel and are included parenthetically in the test. 
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Money fills his lack and grants him power. Xavier's army of capitalist investment 
invades places like Britain and France in Europe, the United States in North America, 
and Indonesia and Philippines in Asia. With money in hand and the honour granted by 
influential political figures from his conquered lands, he is camouflaged as any 
powerful ruling white in the colony, though he is not white. He is an Ang\o-Hongkong 
yan. 
The portrait of Xavier as a mimic man is counter-reflected by a number of other 
characters in the story. Cheng Ching is one of them. With the handover of Hong Kong 
to China in 1997 in mind, T. K. Wong purposefully delineates Cheng Ching to shadow 
Xavier in Cheng's pursuit of righteousness and morality. Cheng Ching is son of a Red 
Army fighter and is later the "deputy manager in the foreign exchange department of 
the Hong Kong branch of one of China's state banks" — a cover up of his authority from 
the Chinese Standing Committee of the Politburo. Cheng Ching is an analogy of 
communism and righteousness as his name suggests (Ching is righteousness in 
Chinese). Living at the poorest region of the country where youths are needed for 
reconstruction after the civil war, Cheng Ching chooses to leave home and joins the 
Red Army to fight in Korean War. It is natural for Cheng as a young man to glorify the 
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party and his country. He is willing to sacrifice his life for them until he arrives at 
battlefields where he witnesses meaningless bloodshed and killings of thousands of 
innocent civilians in Korea. He is no longer desirous of vain trophies or eager to share 
soldiers' “lust for danger." However, because he is unable to communicate with his 
enemy in English, an instinctive act of self-defense causes him to kill “a young 
American soldier" who "appeared only a frightened boy, hardly older than himself." He 
regrets that he has been turned into “a wild beast" and is determined to leam English — 
the enemy's language “[t]hat might spare [them] killing each other." The enemy's 
language becomes the tool of peace and Cheng's motive in learning the language seems 
to be an act of nobility. In comparison, the purpose of Xavier's acquisition of the 
colonizer's language is to use English as the tool to conquer. Xavier equips himself 
with the colonizer's weapons (language, education and manners) to gratify his fantasy 
rj 
of becoming powerful and wealthy. What he fails to realize at that time is that he has 
become but a mimic man. 
The introduction of Cheng Ching into the story shows the conflict between 
communism and capitalism - the contradictory nature of Hong Kong community. 
Labeled as a boom town of opportunities, Hong Kong is a merry land of capitalist 
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adventurers. Communism is not the mainstream ideology in the colony, and it receives 
little respect for it does not bring in wealth. As Communist Party representative in 
Hong Kong, Cheng Ching has a special identity and awkward social status that annoys 
himself. He has to attend "secret meetings of the Work Committee held at 
ever-changing venues." The selected spots are often offices of trade unions situated 
among "ironmonger's shops" or stores selling “joss sticks and paper replicas of 
i： 
mansions, gold bullion, limousines and gorgeous gowns to be burnt as offerings to ； 
relatives in the afterlife，，— that is, the poor neighbourhood of grassroots. Compared to 
Xavier's office at Gold Star Tower at the heart of Central, Cheng Ching "inwardly 
curse[s] the British" for being “forced to operate under false colours and to use a 
ridiculous alias, simply because the British ha[s] proscribed the Party under their 
Societies Ordinance back in 1949." (279) Cheng identifies himself as the victim on this 
rU 
Chinese land where British are the boss. The unbearable humid weather in Hong Kong 
and the “city's cocky edifices of glass and concrete" load Cheng with agitation more 
than he expects. His job in Hong Kong is to accomplish the Party's mission of clearing 
the path to the handover in 1997. When the task is finished, he has no intention to stay 
in a place that is “a breeding ground for reactionary prejudices and bourgeois 
corruptions." In a very ironic way, however, Cheng's persistence in mission 
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accomplishment resonates with Xavier's life goal一though a totally different mission. 
As Xavier grows up, the motherland of Hong Kong (China) is trodden by communist 
ideology of constant revolution and poverty. Like many middle-class Hong Kong elites 
who are educated in missionary schools at that time, Xavier takes pride in his identity 
of a British subject and chooses to deny Chinese identity as it suggests inferiority. It is 
Xavier ’s dream to excel in capitalism and to exceed his father by making Gold Star a 
global name. Because of Xavier，s aggression, in the report to the General of the Party 
on Xavier, Cheng describes him as "Epitome of a Hong Kong tycoon, popular because 
he satisfies the greed of his investors but ruthless in pursuing his own goals" (329). It is 
interesting to note the resemblance of Cheng to Xavier in their wills to success. Cheng 
has been the key-figure in the “coup and countercoup" — the moves against the Gang of 
Four; and later he is asked by the General to dispose of Xavier for he “is already a . 
destabilizing influence" because Xavier has “too many high connections" in his act of 
bribing the senior cadres. Cheng's mission is to reinforce and glorify the Party rule in 
China as well as in Hong Kong; what he has to do in the cause of his mission is not 
always Cheng's own choice. In contrast, Xavier's mission is to glorify capitalist 
invasion by abiding by the Darwinian law — survival of the fittest. The fact that Xavier 
is later eliminated by someone not abiding by Darwinian law is out of his free will of 
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choice. Cheng sacrifices himself for the Party and Xavier for capitalism. 
Xavier is a genius in money making. He is also an opportunist, though an 
immoral one. Inspired by the difficulty in getting a heart for his mother who needs one 
for organ-transplant, an idea of setting up an organ-transplant center fascinates Xavier. 
He tries to keep Dr Chow, the family doctor, in his study room until midnight to brief 
him with his secret plan of setting up an organ-transplant project in Canton. A project 
where organs can be transplanted on demand, for they come in abundance from 
executed criminals in China. The old doctor is not willing to work out the project for 
Xavier, but he is just too weak to advise otherwise. Xavier is over-confident with his 
assumption that “such a modem and cutting-edge institute might be suitable monument 
to honour China's paramount ruler"; and that “[h]uman beings have little vanities" on : 
pouring “cold water on a project named after a nation's leader.，，Xavier's business 
instinct has pioneered him to set up garment industries along the coastal provinces of 
China and that earn him big money. Like a satanic serpent, Xavier is tempting his 
communist brothers to taste the forbidden fruit of capitalism. He corrupts their spirit 
with the evil of materialistic fame and fortune by treading on the dignity of man. The 
project of organ-transplant is even more ambitious and, at the same time, immoral. Like 
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the early colonizers in history, Xavier is utterly a mimic colonizer who colonizes his 
own brothers on mainland China with the corrupted values and life styles of the West 
under the disguise of modernization and cutting-edge medical technology that are 
boosted by capitalism. Xavier, the mimic colonizer, is a hybrid of colonizer and the 
colonized. 
The visual image of Xavier as a mimic man is as vivid as any "enlightened" ； 
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elite in Hong Kong who are fantasized by the colonial stereotype identification. The 
pleasure in seeing this transformed image brings soothing effect to the long-time 
negated body of inferiority. This is the underlying motive for Xavier's pursuit of 
identification with the powerful whites and Western values. He abandons the family 
jade seal because “Americans don't accept an imprint from a seal as a binding signature 
on a contract."(143) He prefers Coke to Chinese tea because he doesn't "care much for 
tea" as it signifies local drink of the common people. He despises his mother's teaching 
of piety, duty, compassion, and benevolence, for such words add “no extra zero to a 
bank account." He is a follower of “law of the market." He believes in “survival of the 
fittest" and that the "inefficient must perish, so that society can progress." When he 
replaces his father as the master of the house, he builds an unshelled-peanut-shaped 
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swimming pool to the family Chou Dynasty villa to add a tint of modernity. To exercise 
his authority of being the new master, Xavier transforms the study totally, the way he 
transforms himself. He replaces father's Chinese books with "volumes on business and 
banking and handbooks and statistical digests." Displays of antiques are replaced by 
“boasted photographs" of him “in morning coat and striped trousers at an investiture at 
Buckingham Palace." There are a lot more taken with influential political figures like 
the presidents of France, the United States, Indonesia and the Philippines. His father's 
beloved scrolls of calligraphy are replaced by “a dazzling collection of awards and 
honours" from Britain and France. The most eye-catching of all is “a framed letter 
bearing the red embossed seal of the Colony appointing Xavier to the Executive 
Council of Hong Kong." All these are the visual aspect of the stereotype in his 
identification with the ruling class in Hong Kong — the AngXo-Hongkong yan 一 the ideal 
；t 
ego of the white. The agonistic self-identification of son of a pirate is comfortingly 
camouflaged as the law-maker of Hong Kong, the political leader of the colony. 
Xavier's "re-presentation" of self is an ambivalent complexity of the known (a 
humble British subject) and the unknown (the man of legitimate authority). Xavier's 
vacillation between the affirmation of wholeness and the anxiety associated with lack 
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and difference illustrates the functional link between stereotype and fetishism in 
Bhabha's theory. What he persistently obsesses is the fetishism of the image of a 
colonizer - an iKn^o-Hongkong yan 一 Xavier conceives himself as one of the great 
leaders. He comes from a well-off family and is the chairman of a global corporation; 
he is educated in Princeton and Harvard and is an Executive Council member of the 
colony; he calls the Chief Secretary by his first name and is invited to "the Great Hall 
of the People in Peking" (Beijing) to witness the signing of the Joint Declaration on the 
future of Hong Kong which is administered by the Prime Ministers of Britain and 
China. He is in control of the wealth and power that is needed to define a leader. As a 
yellow face Hongkong yan he is sure to be proud of. 
Paradoxically, the fantasized self of Xavier amplifies his lack. The lack of 
physical strength torments him as much as his "notorious" family history. Xavier has 
always been jealous of his father's physical well-built and handsome appearance. He is 
short and weak. His physical impotence has passed onto his son Ah Yuen who is “an 
accident." Ah Yuen suffers asthma and is "weird" to "prefer the company of old men 
like Uncle Yue at the Evergreen to talking to him." Father and son are as alienated as he 
and his old father if not worse. Furthermore, his only son despises him for "being a 
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British stooge." The lack of parental intimacy between his father and him repeats itself 
in the next generation. Xavier refuses to admit his weakness and further blames his 
wife for producing “a sickly child." His wife, Lucille, is a beautiful lady who leams 
forgiveness and patience from her mother-in-law and is willing to pray as fervently in 
the meditation room. This does not come easy for an Chinese-American who is brought 
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up in San Francisco and does not speak Cantonese nor practice local Chinese rituals in 
Hong Kong — a foreign land to Lucille. She has nothing different from the “foreign 
devil" in the eyes of Chinese except that she has ivory skin. The foreignness of Lucille 
attracts Xavier as much as he is attracted to her in his expertise in analyzing Chinese 
painting and calligraphies in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York. The two 
are married fast and move to Hong Kong, a place Lucille thinks where “she could reach 
her own identity and culture." As a beautiful wife, Lucille serves Xavier's diplomatic 
\i 
need for a good-looking and well-nurtured partner in his social life. As a Chinese wife 
who fails to bear a healthy heir to Xavier，s empire, Lucille is punished by segregation 
from intimacy. Xavier's hypocrisy is an indication of the splitting of his ego. The 
publicly honoured wife in Western etiquette during daytime is privately punished at 
night for not bearing a healthy heir to his empire. Xavier has no sex with his wife. “The 
four feet separating her bed from her husband's divide[s] them as effectively as the 
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Rockies." Victimizing his impotence to produce a strong son, Xavier chooses to 
disavow his wife the role of an intimate wife and his son the legitimacy of heiress to his 
empire. Most ironically, however, through alienating his son and wife from his life, his 
desire to conceal his lack is unconsciously metamorphosed into an act of amplifying the 
lack. 
The habitual denial of lack in Xavier surfaces as an obvious weakness in his 
identification as an An^o-Hongkong yan. He at times feels “isolated and lonely." "No 
one under [stands] his needs and no one love[s] him the way he want[s] to be loved." 
(203) His belief in the survival of the fittest and philosophy in money making is 
condemned by his mother as negation of all virtues taught by Chinese sages and 
ancestors. He cannot cope with the old men in the Evergreen and considers his only son • 
“weird’，at the company of those Evergreen old men who enjoy talks about “tea and 
porcelain and ancient voyages by Chinese mariners." His service in the Hong Kong 
Executive Council is despised by his son as being a "British stooge." Xavier's 
complacent identification with the ideal ego is simultaneously alienating and 
confrontational; there is bound to be a splitting of ego in Xavier. To conceal the lack, a 
stereotype requires a chain of "masking." Xavier, too, puts on mask to pretend to be 
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more complacent and persuasive. He occasionally exploits his mother's meditation 
room for the purpose of "re-presenting" himself as the ethically and religiously 
well-nurtured son of Serenity, which might add colour to his personality when Forbes 
or Newsweek get around to writing him up as a titan of Asian business. 
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As a stereotype, nevertheless, Xavier is undergoing a process of splitting, he 1;| 
splits into the real me and the real Me. Is he a "big" tycoon, a genius in making money 
and a great leader to guide Hong Kong into a democratic metropolis or an undersized 
man exploiting the less fortunate for self-interest? Is he a Chinese man educated in the 
West for the betterment of his people or a “British stooge" who colonizes his own 
brothers on his motherland? Is he the successor of Chinese ancestors who possess the 
virtues of piety, duty, compassion and benevolence or a bloodsucking saviour who 
saves mankind from “crawling around in the mud" by producing "money to sustain and 
feed the hungry millions"? Xavier is triply split between the disagreeing knowledge of 
body, race, and ancestors. He is caught in the conscious and unconscious struggle 
between believing and unbelieving in bonds with his mother, his wife, and his son一in 
short, his own network of intimate support. 
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Xavier's urge for a close bond is initiated by a trip to Taiwan made in his 
adolescence. Accompanying father to visit his early-day smuggling partner Uncle Fung, 
Xavier travels to Taiwan for the first time and this trip reinstates a powerful version of 
self-identity. Xavier is traveling with a permit issued for "returning overseas Chinese," 
to which neither his nationality nor his instincts conformed. Xavier always believes that 
he has already "turned into a yellow-faced European" for he thinks “in English rather 
than in Chinese." On this other part of China (Taiwan), Xavier appears to be "larger 
than life." He falls in love with Fei Fei, a teenage whore disguised as a village girl 
under Uncle Fung's order. Xavier buys his lover “a circular jade pendant in lustrous 
emerald green" as his token of love, and he means to marry her and bring her along to 
America. The painful fact is that Fei Fei is but hired by Uncle Fung to keep him 
company and they are bound to separate when the journey is over. The absence of Fei 
I 
Fei from his life is the only traumatic lack that Xavier consciously admits and is 
beyond redemption. The bond with Fei Fei interlocks so dramatically that Xavier 
sacrifices the bond with mother, wife and son for the recovery of this one. 
To the least knowledge of Xavier, the recovery of bond with Fei Fei initiates his 
second visit to Taiwan, which simultaneously testifies the splitting of his ego and 
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results his downfall. Before death, Serenity reveals to Xavier that she has been 
following his Father's practice to send Uncle Fung in Taiwan some money to “take care 
of something" that Xavier once did in his adolescence. This refers to Xavier，s puppy 
love affair with Fei Fei. Serenity's breaking of the news that a monthly payment is sent 
to Taiwan to support a mother and son triggers Xavier's grief and hope. He has always 
regretted that he has little love for his wife and his son bears no resemblance to him in 
pursuit of wealth. The urge to recapture his bond with Fei Fei and to reclaim his 
legitimate heir is so strong that he leaves behind what seems to be vital to his masking: 
the mourning of his dead mother, his grief-stricken wife, his asthmatic son，his 
flourishing business, his ambitious organ-transplantation project in Canton, his 
diplomatic relationship with the Communist Party cadres, and his obligation as a Hong 
Kong Exco member who should not visit Taiwan. In spite of all, Xavier dashes to 
Taiwan in disguise. After spending months on secret arrangements, Xavier finally 
meets Fei Fei's unfriendly brothers who promise to bring him to Fei Fei and his son. 
The search for the mother and son is “a twitching mount" onto a hillside of a remote 
place. Xavier is led to where “a tiny headstone" is "engraved simply with the characters: 
A mother and child." It is the site where the brothers want to bring Xavier to trial. The 
description of Xavier at this last scene of his life deserves close reading. As a 
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metropolitan businessman Xavier is dressed in Western costume of blue blazer, grey 
hopsack trousers and top with a Cashmere overcoat. He feels "like Alexander or 
Napoleon at the start of a campaign" though he is dwarfed by three stout and dark 
fishermen who lead the way 一 a gesture of self-deceit of a stereotype comforted by the 
camouflage of “an enlightened man.，，As they mount up the steep hill, Xavier sweats all 
over; he takes off “his Cashmere overcoat，，and wipes his face with “a monogrammed 
handkerchief." With a pair of "earth-caked Bally shoes," Xavier struggles with every 
step he mounts. The author's description of Xavier，s outfit and physical weakness 
discloses Xavier's incompatibility with the environment. This is not his territory. He is 
amid nowhere in the mountain where the brothers are in control of everything. There is 
a particular kind of violence going on — a muted violence - that is put onto Xavier on 
this unknown part of the world where he finds himself not culturally, spatially nor even 
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racially defined (Xavier，s fantasized self alienates him from his Chinese identity). 
Xavier is brought to the burial place of Fei Fei and her unborn child. “The pain of that 
double loss [is] more excruciating than any he ha[s] ever experienced. But, though his 
private hopes ha[s] been crushed, his business instincts ha[s] not. They now [take] 
control" (400). When the brothers ask Xavier to pay his respects to the dead in Chinese 
rituals of making bows, Xavier offers to buy the whole hill and build a mausoleum in 
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Fei Fei's honour in return. The offer humiliates the poor fishermen. At the brothers' 
request for his reason for the search of Fei Fei and her child , Xavier is too arrogant to 
"explain all that to three stupid fishermen." The reality is too immoral to be disclosed 
for he has "embarked on this mad quest because there ha[s] been the possibility of a 
child who might be his. He could not entrust Gold Star to sickly Ah Yuen. That boy [is] 
simply unfit to conquer and rule." (400) The only solution to this situation is “to buy 
them off." One brother after another, Xavier holds out the American dollars and urges 
them to take. Seeing that the brothers remain silent and unresponsive, Xavier "set[s] the 
banknotes on the ground" and thinks "every man had a price.. .and I will buy you silly 
clowns." The drama of Xavier's reaction is a sheer demonstration of him as a shrewd 
capitalist. Xavier further hands the brothers the Piaget watch with the black dial — the 
symbol of father's authority and a fetish image of “an enlightened man" that he wears 
for years - as a price to pay for his life. Out of his expectation, the brothers are 
"infuriated" by his offer. It humiliates them and disgraces their dead sister and her 
unborn child. Unfortunately Xavier is too obsessed with his belief that “money is 
thicker than blood." It is precisely this obsession that he is eventually killed in the 
remote land of Taiwan where no one expected him to be. Xavier is ambivalent, up to 
the moment he is dying; he is still ambivalent in the choice he has made. 
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It is not David T. K. Wong's intention to clarify whether Xavier is murdered by 
Fei Fei's brothers who come from nowhere in the story or by Cheng's plot of having 
him eliminated as answering the order of the General who demands that Xavier should 
be dealt with not in Hong Kong nor China but “in circumstances so commonplace that 
no question would arise." It is not my intention either to discuss the cause of his death. 
What is most significant is how Xavier reacts in times of threats, and what his act 
implies for his identity as a stereotype of a colonized man masked by the fantasized self 
of a colonizer. It is important to note the twist in the last scene where Xavier has no 
idea of his complete loss of control. He has been too obsessed with the fetishes of being 
an enlightened man that he is not aware of his danger. A vivid illustration of 
confrontation of the enlightened metropolitan entrepreneur with the primitive natives is 
dramatically presented at this very scene. The setting of “a vantage point" surrounded 
by green hills suggests savageness untouched by civilization. Xavier's journey to the 
recovery of Fei Fei and the unborn child is analogous to the journey of self re-discovery. 
Xavier who believes in his ability to command everything is painfully challenged. The 
brothers, like the unknown from nowhere who, in a group, has every authority to judge, 
to execute and to announce verdict. They are the final court of appeal. They are the 
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masters and Xavier is the servant to be condemned to death. The final encounter 
between master and servant is the uncanny that reveals Xavier's repressed fear of being 
a humble Chinese who has no power or choice of his own life. 
The splitting of the ego, according to Bhabha, is the prevention of completion of 
self-identity. In Low's words, the "splitting of the ego" is actually "what is expelled 
from within threatens from without." In this very last scene, Xavier splits from the 
fantasized self of the new kind of genius empowered by Western knowledge and money 
into the short and weak middle-aged Chinese man accused of killing a beloved woman 
and her unborn child and the son of a smuggler who is incapable of having a heir strong 
enough to conquer or rule his father's empire. The fetish image of a well-groomed 
AngkhHongkong yan which provides Xavier with “a pleasurable and erotic process of 
丨I 
self-affirmation" splits and produces an unpleasurable process of alienation and 
separation of self from Other, of inside (unstable self of lack) from the outside 
(masking). This mimic man who is governed by Western capitalism is vulnerable in his 
confrontation with the brothers who are governed by emotions. No law of civilization is 
enacted at that rural place of wilderness. The authority of the brothers and the 
vulnerability of Xavier can be seen as paranoid and both are images of the other. It is an 
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uncanny reflection of human nature of violence and paranoia, of civility and brutality 
and of Self and Other in one body. The struggle between the brothers and Xavier is the 
projection of Xavier's internalized contradiction arose from the splitting of ego once 
the camouflage is jeopardized. 
In contrast to characters like Thirson, Jeunesse and the folks in Fertillia who are 
common people in Xi Xi's Flying Carpet, Xavier belongs to a completely different 
class. He is an An^o-Hongkong yan — the ruling class in Hong Kong. He acquires the 
foreign language and customs as naturally as any local inhabitant acquiring the mother 
tongue and Chinese customs. He identifies himself as a British and takes pride in his 
disposition of an enlightened man in the colony with disavowal of his real self of lack. 
Xavier is a stereotype who puts on chains of masks for comfort. He camouflages as a 
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mimic man in his mode of representation. The mimic man is a visual identification with 
an ideal ego that is white and whole. Xavier is ambivalent for he has a desire to identify 
''as a subject of a difference that is almost the same, but not quite.” (Bhabha 86) He is 
becoming like the colonizer but always remaining different. This ambivalent mode of 
representation has a characteristic of what Lacan calls “Imaginary,” a stage of the 
mirror phase where the identification with the "fullness" of the stereotype is threatened 
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by his own lack. Xavier vacillates between the affirmation of his wholeness as a 
successful tycoon well nurtured in Western civilization and being an "undersized" son 
of a whore and a smuggler and killer. The vacillation is ambivalent and brings 
insecurity. Xavier has to conceal his lack. He has to be well received by the whites. 
Therefore, he takes pride in being appointed to the Executive Council of Hong Kong -
the endorsement of power and recognition from the colonizer. He carefully transforms 
himself into the ideal ego of the powerful whites. However, the transformation is 
simultaneously alienating and confrontational. He has lost his "originality" that his 
body represents. He is an outcast in his own family. Xavier is dwelling in existentialist 
agony. He has no essence, no self, no identity. Family fortune provides him with the 
best education in the colony yet renders him a mimic man. He is a complexity of victim 
and victimizer, colonized and colonizer. The splitting of ego is characteristic of Xavier 
the ruling mimic men in the colony, the AngYo-Hongkongyan. 
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Chapter Four 
Decadence and Unhomeliness in Hong Kong: 




These stories build up some collective picture of Hong 
Kong as a city whose will is so strong that it always 
overcomes individual will ... the city inscribes itself 
brutally in the text: taking center stage, enforcing 
conformity to its rhythms, destroying or distorting affective 
life. 
Ackbar Abbas 
Hong Kong Cultural and the Politics of 
Disappearance 
The Unwalled City is a novel about a group of middle class Hongkong yan who 
experience the historic "Handover" of Hong Kong between 1993 and 1997. The novel 
is one of the many literary representations that responds to the "specific and 
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unprecedented historical situation....where 'imperialism' and ‘globalism’ are 
imbricated with each other," as Ackbar Abbas points out in Culture and the Politics of 
Disappearance严 This is the historical moment that draws international attention. The 
small port at the southern tip of China became, all of a sudden, the spotlight of 
international media. They came to telecast the glorious withdrawal of "imperialism" 
from a piece of a colony that had been invaded by “globalism,” and to look for 
moments of joy and despair when the capitalist loafer was handed over to his 
communist mother. The real dramatic moment of the re-union in history is becoming 
too unreal: too real to be as dramatic as anticipated. The media is over-thrilled to grant 
the city and its people with new identities, new alias bearing historical significances. 
Xu Xi's novel purposefully redirects her readers' attention from a historical perspective 
to the sensitivity of the city and its people, to the “fictional world with a 'social realism' 
anchored in the acute and detailed social observation of a particular group of Hong 
Kong people.，，29 As Dr. Kingslay Bolton of the University of Hong Kong writes in the 
Afterward of the novel, “In the event, the Handover itself was anti-climatic." 
28 Ackbar Abbas, Hong Kong: Culture and the Politics of Disappearance, (Hong Kong UP, 1998) 16. 
Subsequent references are to this edition of the book and are included parenthetically in the text. 
29 Xu Xi. The Unwalled City, (Chameleon Press Ltd. 2002) 313. Subsequent references are to this edition 
of the book and are included parenthetically in the text. 
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ist July, 1997 may just be an ordinary date on the calendar for many people, but 
for Hongkong yan, it indicates a special date for the future, “an ever-present irritant, a 
provocation, and a catalyst for change，，(Abbas 22). After this date, Hongkong yan are 
bound to look at their dwelling place with new eyes; and for many of them, the 
adjustment may be a painful one. Hongkong yan have adopted a "cancel out” and “pass 
on" (Abbas 26) attitude towards history for the protection against the series of traumas. 
The reality of historical moments of the Handover is too true to ignore and some 
Hongkong yan have the sensitivity to come to terms with the elusiveness of history. 
These Hongkong yan's responses to the discontinuities are not merely a reaction of 
traditional acceptance of destiny. In Xu Xi's The Unwalled City, the intensities of the 
dislocations are emotionally expressed in decadence. According to Abbas, decadence is 
"what reduces choice, forcloses options, blocks exits" (135) and is therefore “a form of 
emotional inertia" (43). The characters in The Unwalled City, whether fortuitous or 
destined to be in this city at this time of history, are inevitably provoked by their 
illusionary lives, and are solicitous for a re-discovery of self as Hong Kong is reborn 
after the reunion with her motherland. The estrangement that comes along the change 
of sovereignty further agonizes the characters with unhomeliness — the condition of 
extra-territorial and cross-cultural initiations. The condition puts the individuals off the 
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center to the periphery whereby reinforcing the decadence, the block exits, the 
emotional inertia. 
Xu Xi starts her fiction with a thought-provoking prologue. The prologue is a 
vivid demonstration of the dramatic hybridity of the city. The cinematic writing focuses 
on the tragic dawn on 1993 New Year's Day at Lan Kwai Fong on Hong Kong Island. 
Xu Xi juxtaposes it with the scenes at the red-light areas of Portland Street and Soy 
Street on Kowloon Peninsula. Lan Kwai Fong on Hong Kong Island resembles the 
middle-class or gwailuo style of leisure and entertainment. Portland Street and Soy 
Street on Kowloon Peninsula are slumps of whores and pimps — the outcast of the 
society. On Hong Kong Island, there is the tragic accident of multitude of partygoers 
asphyxiated along the narrow lane of Lan Kwai Fong. On Kowloon Peninsula, a former 
Gurkha soldier who now guards the nightclub is beaten by the young gangsters; the 
newly arrived mother from Guangzhou and her sick baby are left unattended in their 
"box-like room." There is an aura of decadence and unhomeliness in the city on the 
night when people celebrate a new beginning. Xu Xi calls it the "new year's shame." 
The intertwinement of birth of a New Year and death of Hongkong yan (of rich or poor, 
local or foreigner, elite or outcast) profoundly perturbs the city of Hong Kong, the 
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hybridized cosmopolitan city. The image of cosmopolitan city is suggested by Lan 
Kwai Fong in Central of Hong Kong Island. The place, frequented by Westerners and 
middle-class Hongkong yan, is a ritual site of Western festivities. The swarming of 
Hongkong yan, whites and non-whites, into the narrow lane that ended up in a tragic 
asphyxiation suggests the city dwellers' insane quest for cosmopolitanism. Hongkong 
yan are over eager to transform the city and style of living to assert their existence. 
They are as lost as their fellow Hongkong yan across the harbour in Kowloon. The 
outcasts on Kowloon Peninsula are the ethnic minorities and the newly arrived 
mainlanders. They are caught between poverty and crime. Hongkong yan on both sides 
of the Victoria Harbour are losers on that tragic night. They are lost amid the 
insensibility of a home. 
The prologue sets a mood for the fiction — a mood of decadence and 
unhomeliness. Characters in the fiction, whether they are local Hongkong yan, 
expatriates, or "half-castes" (the jaahpjungs) are losers. They fail to identify themselves 
with the city at the crucial historical moments. Yet they are not destined to be losers, 
they are enlightened with dreams. Unlike the Fertillians in Flying Carpet, these 
characters do not dream of flying away from the city. They dream to grow with the city, 
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to negotiate with the unhomeliness and to vitalize the decadence. The Unwalled City is 
a message of Hongkong yaw's unconscious dream. 
Gail Szeto, a Eurasian in Xu Xi's The Unwalled City, describes herself as a 
jaahpjung, a "mixed breed" a "miscellaneous species." She is an analogy to modem 
Hong Kong, a place partly made up of traditional Chinese and partly of colonizing 
Westerners, a hybrid city. She is bom to a Shanghainese dance girl and a "Flying Tiger" 
pilot to China whom she called Uncle Mark. Gail is the regret of historical fortuity 
where Western militarism accidentally merged with the civilian in the East. Her father 
has a wife and family in America; and in a sense, Gail is a concubine's child. Being a 
jaahpjung, she is "never belonging inside the species," at least, not the species as 
defined by the “respectable, family-obsessed" Hong Kong yan, the “real Chinese," the 
only "'humans' who counted." Not being bom to a “respectable, family-obsessed" 
Hong Kong family, Gail is deprived of parental love. The recollection of Uncle Mark is 
but painful experience. Mark Ashberry is not a frequent visitor to Gail and her mother, 
but whenever he came, Gail's life is turned up side down. "[He] would give her a laisee 
packet" as a gesture of redemption and a right to take mother from her. Gail had once 
pleaded with mother for bringing her to dinner. Her wish is not gratified, not even once. 
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Mark's presence antagonizes both mother and daughter. They are unconsciously 
competing for the Anglo-Saxon's love. Mother is beautiful, yet Gail's beauty agitates 
her. She accuses her daughter of looking “like a ghost." Mother's love to Gail has been 
distorted to a form of decadence — blocked exit of sentiments. With or without Mark, 
Gail is and will always be “an unwanted child." Paternal love, for Gail, is based upon 
pragmatic value. She receives the best education, U.S. citizenship and the right to use a 
foreign name from Mark. Being an unwanted child since birth, Gail rejects Mark 
Ashberry's name as a revengeful act of abandoning her father. The rejection further 
legitimately justifies her Chinese identity. To be a jaahpjung seems a trauma to Gail's 
dignity. She actualizes her determination of "belonging inside the species" by marrying 
a Chinese man and giving birth to a "Chinese son" who ‘‘hardly resemble[s] his mother 
at all." Her son Gu Kwun is an "American boy with no English name." 
Her son is not a jaahpjung as she is. But he is a repetition of Gail in fate. He, 
again, is "an unwanted child," for Gail's Chinese husband who marries her for 
American citizenship divorces her and the baby. The single-parent family of Gail's 
repeats as the story of his son's. Gu Kwun's lack of paternal love is redeemed by Gail 
in a kind of distorted love, a kind of love Gail has pathetically leamt to give from her 
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mother. Unlike Gail who is a top executive of a global firm, Gu Kwun never leaves 
Hong Kong. He only knows how to build a sand castle in “a tall, square block，，— the 
epitome of the cosmopolitan city where he dwells. Gail denies Gu Kwun of his right to 
meet his father. Gail is manipulating her son's exposure to life, though subconsciously. 
Gu Kwun is deprived of paternal love the way Mrs. Szeto deprives her. Gail is making 
her son a replica of herself. Gu Kwun is “responsible，” "obligated" but “too diligent to 
have a character." Gail is too blind to see the need of her son. Her undeniable love to 
Gu Kwun is a manifestation of a kind of distorted love not far away from the love she 
gets from her mother. 
The desire to redeem her irredeemable past overshadows Gail's sanity. The 
ungratified wish of gaining love from Uncle Mark and her husband propelled her to an 
illusionary love with Vince da Luca, an expatriate photographer with whom she shares 
the joy of being a mother. The dating of a Caucasian guy thrills her with excitement. 
Being very traditional in Chinese moral values, she has kept her "face" in suspension. 
Gail is incapable of answering the self-reflective question: why is it so difficult to leave 
behind her "face" when dating Chinese men but not “a Caucasian guy"? Interacting 
with a Caucasian, a foreigner in this piece of colony, Gail is liberated. She is 
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responding to her uttermost sex instinct. Simultaneously, she is responding to her 
Caucasian nature of feeling at ease with a Caucasian guy. The feverish urge for 
gratification of sex desire is carefully wrapped in a cocoon of Gail's coolness and 
freakish behavior, her Chinese nature that governs her morality. The passionate 
liberation of Gail's sex desire in dating Vince, however, is commented by Vince as 
"lukewarm." Gail is unceasingly agonized by the ambivalent vacillation between the 
intrinsic and outgoing nature of her jaahpjung-ness of East and West. 
Since childhood, Gail has a Chinese dream: “in her dream as a child, she lived 
outside the Great Wall, where she would knock and knock at the door to the Wall, but 
no one would ever let her in.，，(104) The ungratified wish of an identity, a Chinese 
identity is inscribed in the soul of a little girl, who has a determination of deceiving her 
''jaahpjung-ness" and of adopting a legitimate Chinese identity. She presents herself as 
a respectable Chinese lady in her lukewarm affair with Vince. But her outlook and 
language deceive her. To Vince, she is “[l]ike a Chinese Mary Tyler Moore with a 
Boston accent....so why the Chinese name?” The “jaahpjung-ness” in Gail is 
considered un-approachable by Vince. She does not belong to his “species，，of lovers; 
she lives outside his “wall.” Gail is a loser. She is neither inside the Chinese wall nor 
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inside the Caucasian wall. Like an outcast, she is kept at bay. She chooses to return to 
the city where she is determined to re-build a home after the divorce in America, but 
she is left in the in-between. The estrangement in the affair with Chinese and Caucasian 
guys and the hybridized city of Hong Kong agonize the hybrid lady. Gail's Chinese 
dream remains a dream. 
Gail's agonistic hybridized identity, which is not resolved by her Chinese dream, 
is resonated with an opera called “Marco Polo." It is an existentialist opera of Tan Dun, 
a well-renowned Chinese composer, whose work speaks to Gail “the way Chopin 
couldn't." Marco and Polo are two people in a city ‘‘which is not my city / where I am a 
stranger also / in this city, in this place.” Tan Dun's east-west “thing” (dungsaf) 
"injected dignity into chaos, and a peculiar morality where east and west collided." The 
opera is a “vision of journey" for Gail. The chaos of Gail is the problematic claim of 
roots — a "West" being or "East" being. The oscillation between West and East root 
agonizes Gail deeply. The opera, however, provides Gail with a unique vision: it's 
dignified to be a jaahpjung, and moreover, Hong Kong "which is not my city / where I 
am a stranger also” can be made a home. “Make your escape to where you always 
were'' (258). Gail belongs to Hong Kong - a hybrid city for a hybrid (jaahpjung) like 
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her. Gail has to abandon her Chinese dream for a hybrid one. The opera enlightens Gail 
who leams to compromise with her jaaphjung-mss. 
Chinese dreams are fantasies of non-Chinese. Colleen, Gail's American rival in 
her relationship with Vince and also wife of her “Harvard MBA buddy" Kwok Po, has 
an inexhaustible obsession about Chinese culture due to paternal influence. Colleen's 
father has been a “historian and philosopher" who "made numerous trips to China" and 
returned with all the artifacts that fascinated her and her brother Danny. Danny is a 
warrior of democracy and chooses to fight his battles in Tibet and later in Hong Kong 
before the Handover. Colleen has a Chinese concubine fantasy. She dreams of “a 
beautiful Chinese emperor, with skin paler than her own, who would make her his 
concubine." China is “mysterious and wonderfully romantic, a fairy land." Colleen's 
Chinese dream gratifies her sex instinct and her quest for romance in an exotic land. 
Colleen is physically small for any American. She is dwarfed by her Chinese husband. 
But her ambition is not small. Colleen and Danny have a childhood game of fighting 
"the loud and overbearing lions" of China. From her visit to the zoo, Colleen discovers 
that lions are the "silliest animals" and that there are no lions in China. The siblings do 
not allow any disillusions in their living. They are determined to go to China, “to the 
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kingdom at the center of the universe." To equip herself for her Chinese fantasy, 
Colleen masters the language (both Cantonese and Mandarin) and is acquainted with 
classic Chinese literatures. She is heavily rewarded with a "treasure" - Kwok Po — her 
husband whose name means treasure in Chinese. Kwok Po comes from the wealthy 
traditional Chinese family in Hong Kong — the Tang family. Like most conservative 
wealthy Chinese, Kwok Po works for his father, the patriarch of Tang family, and leads 
a very traditional life of serving the head of the family. Unfortunately, Colleen's desire 
for being a concubine of a Chinese emperor is not gratified for Kwok Po is merely a 
son of a rich Chinese family, but not the monarch. Yet, her sex instinct is gratified. 
Colleen wins her "treasure" by lust and unyielding passion. She is a symbol of 
sex and desire, a primitive yearn that undoubtedly exists in a metropolitan Hong Kong. 
The presence of Colleen and Kwok Po in the novel always ends up in loving making 
scenes. Vince is not the only sex partner that she has in her life. Colleen is leading a 
spiritually rotten life, vacillating between sex liberation and restraint. Kwok Po is not 
unaware of the infidelities, but he is more "power hungry." Colleen satisfies not only 
his sexual desire, but more importantly, also helps with his power desire. Colleen is his 
"partner" in the usurpation to the position of family monarchy, in becoming the real 
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“Shizi Wang'' of the family — the lion king. Wealthy Chinese families are epitomes of 
business corporations in Chinese communities. To be the head of the family symbolizes 
power and wealth, which is won over battles. Colleen is Kwok Po's partner in the battle 
of usurpation. Kwok Po calls Colleen Hong Qi - the red flag - because of her red hair. 
Hong qi, or red flag, is the symbol of victory in Chinese tradition; it also signifies 
revolution and bloodshed. Kwok Po is ready to pay the price of usurpation. He turns his 
blind eyes to Colleen's infidelities and takes her infertility as a grace. Kwok Po has no 
intention of having to “divert attention from business" and it also avoids "the 
controversy of a mixed race child in his family." By denying Colleen's blood in his 
"respectable" Chinese family, Kwok Po denies Colleen of her right to enter the Chinese 
wall. The destinies of Gail and Colleen are surprisingly similar for "outsiders" in a 
Chinese community: they are rejected to enter the Great Wall — they don't belong to the 
same species, a jaahpjung and a gwailpo "ghost woman" (Western woman) makes no 
difference. Colleen remains out of the Chinese wall as a pragmatic love machine and 
weapon for power struggle. 
Different from Colleen and Gail, Andanna represents another kind of Hongkong 
yan in The Unwalled City, who stays both inside and outside of the “wal.，，To a certain 
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extent, Andanna's presence facilitates the interplay between the Eastern and Western 
characters in a hybrid city. Andanna, who comes from a typical middle class Hong 
Kong family, seems to be the stereotype of a “spoilt’，cosmopolitan youngster. She likes 
to hang out at Lan Kwai Fong and Jumdung, the meeting places of expatriates, local 
performing artists, tourists, young business executives and also showbiz entrepreneurs. 
Andanna's experiences in these bars and discos are the exposition of the life of 
debauchery in Hong Kong. Names of the hangouts that Andanna frequents suggest the 
hybrid nature of the city: “Visage’，is a hairdresser's during the day and is a club on 
Saturday nights; "Club 97” and “Luhksei” (Club 64) are popular meeting places for the 
local and foreign Hongkong yan. 97 and 64 are mere numbers to “outsiders，’ or 
“visitors，，for easy communication, but they have significant connotation to the history 
of Hong Kong. Xu Xi seems to suggest a sardonic attitude of Hongkong yan: the 
"cancel out" and “pass on" (Abbas 26) attitude to history with a grimacing humour. 
Andanna is the witness of traditional Chinese cultural rituals in the story: the 
wedding and the funeral, which is locally known as the “red” and the "white" affairs. 
Attending cultural rituals is a form of family union in the Chinese community of Hong 
Kong where nuclear families are commonly set up. The cultural rituals in hybridized 
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Hong Kong are inevitably tinged with modernity. Wedding banquet of Andanna's 
cousin is held at Grand Hyatt Hotel - a symbol of Western culture and prosperity. 
Messages for the newlyweds are written by a ballpoint pen on a swath of red paper 
originally designed for the use of Chinese ink and brush. Still, red is the key colour in 
the wedding ritual and laughter is seen on every face. The traditional Chinese ritual in 
the “white，，affair — the funerals — is a ritual of paying respect to the deceased by the 
descendants. It is a usual practice for the later generations to cry in great grief in the 
funeral hall to show the agony of having lost their most respectable loved one. It is 
considered absolutely inappropriate to laugh in such an occasion. But Sui Mei, 
Andanna's cousin who suffers cerebral palsy, laughs and smiles to herself in her 
wheelchair in grandmother's funeral. The act is a disgrace to uncle's family and Sui 
Mei makes her parents lose ‘‘face.” Since the death of grandmother, Sui Mei is 
segregated. Upon inquiry of her existence, that “She's in a home now，，is the usual 
answer. “Home’，denotes a "prison" here, a place for the unwanted. The original 
meaning of home has been distorted for someone like Sui Mei, the abandoned ones, 
and the unwanted ones. Hong Kong seems to have no place for the retarded. The 
elimination of them from the society is as merciless as death. 
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Sui Mei's need for a home is very different from Andanna's. Andanna is a loafer. 
Home is a resourceful bank to support her with aimless life. At sixteen, Andanna is sent 
to Vancouver by her parents so as to cut her off from Michael, a rock musician. Life in 
Vancouver has been a “prison” for Andanna and she comes back to Michael swiftly 
after graduation. As Michael is getting more and more serious about jazz and expects 
Andanna to be as involved, the crevice between them widens. The unbearable poverty 
and misery of living with Michael eventually expel her from the relationship. Andanna 
is determined to return home, to her middle class flat at Yau Yat Chuen. Home becomes 
a haven to shelter Andanna from poverty and miseries in life. However, Andanna is not 
happier at home. In the warm and cozy residence at New Year's night, Andanna is 
greeted by mother's cold utterance: "Your father and I are going to the dinner dance 
with your uncle. We don't have a place for you." The search for a sense of security and 
homeliness is in vain. Very much like Sui Mei, Andanna, too, is unwanted. When the 
loafer returns home, there is not a place for her. Andanna is at a loss, whether she is 
within home or without. 
In comparison with Xi Xi's Flying Carpet and David Wong's The Evergreen 
Tea House, Xu Xi's book presents a detailed description of a unique group of Hong 
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Kong inhabitants 一 the Western expatriates. They can be considered as a special kind 
of Hongkong yan, since many of them are actually permanent residents of Hong Kong. 
Vince da Luca, for instance, is an expatriate photographer from America who shuttles 
between Colleen and Gail. At his middle age, Vince is suffering the toil of being 
dominated by women. He has divorced twice. His first wife Ai-Lin，a Chinese, accuses 
him of "xenophobia, of only embracing an American perspective, shutting out all other 
viewpoints." His second wife Deanne, an American, divorces him for he has been too 
wrapped up in his work. His mother neglects him for his younger brother Don who 
later marries Ai-Lin, his first wife. To save himself from "the real mid-life crisis," he 
needs money and sex. Hong Kong provides Vince with temporary salvation. He is paid 
handsomely for shooting commercial pictures for Albert Ho, son of "the shipping 
magnate and conglomerate emperor" in Hong Kong. His sex desire is gratified by an 
affair with Colleen, the wife of Tang Kwok Po. Pursuit of sex and lust drives two 
expatriates together who both had Chinese spouses, though at different times. He 
prefers Colleen's unyielding passion to Gail's "lukewarm and cold" sensations. The 
unidentified jaahphung-nQss in Gail is out of Vince's “species，，of lovers. 
Working as a freelance photographer in Hong Kong provides Vince with ample 
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space and freedom for self-rediscovery. Hong Kong the “work-hard-play-hard town" is 
not a “real” city for Vince. Its people — "those Chinese" — remain “the crowd" rather 
than “individuals.’，The search of affectivity merely intensifies the feeling of 
unhomeliness in this piece of foreign land. Vince is at a loss in this Chinese community 
camouflaged as a cosmopolitan city. The relation with Colleen is basically a habitual 
response to sex instinct. The offer of friendship to Gail - the half Chinese and half 
American lady - is mistaken as an offer of love. His goodwill of introducing Jim, his 
“friend in Harvard," to Gail is unintentionally provocative to Gail's fragile self-esteem. 
Vince’s inability to acquire normal friendship with women in Hong Kong upsets him. 
The boss, Albert Ho, whose life is “a throwback to unfettered youth," assaults Vince，s 
“self respect" by "his patronizing goodwill." Life in Hong Kong “[is]n,t a life." The 
city is not a home. "In Hong Kong, indoor space define[s] the city. Home [isn't] a 
retreat. All space [is] shared, with family, friends, domestic help for those who ha[s] 
and aspire[s] to have.，，(123) "It's a lonely town" to someone who wishes to define 
space in his own terms. Hong Kong is a town for a crowd, not an individual. Vince in 
Hong Kong, as in America, is self-identified as a wanderer. 
In a very dramatic way, Hong Kong re-defines the expatriate photographer. 
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Vince takes a new look to his resentful past while he is in Hong Kong - the borrowed 
place at the borrowed time in history. “By an accident, fortuitous or otherwise, he, 
Vince da Luc a ha[s] fallen into the middle of an historical instance, amid a society he 
w[ill] not ordinarily inhabit.”(282) The fortuity offers him a new identity, a new 
definition of self. Vince who fears celibacy sees a different vision in Albert, his boss, 
who knows "the meaning of love that's divorced from the physical." The former 
xenophobia American now seeks "shelter from the typhoon until the winds subsided" in 
the once “unreal，’ Hong Kong. The reconciliation with Gail and the acceptance of 
Albert enlighten Vince who eventually finds “no shame in failure, no sin in divorce, 
even the second time." The idea of a home that has been “hung limbo，，returns to the 
liberated wanderer: "Home's where life should be" (272). The experience in Hong 
Kong broadens his perspectives and narrows his xenophobia. He once complains Hong 
Kong as a place where “Nobody has strong opinions about anything here - on a scale 
of one to ten everything comes up five.，，(272) Now, the interaction with Hongkong yan 
makes him realize that the mid-point is where balance is achieved — the Chinese 
philosophy of harmony. Vince's stay in Hong Kong has helped him “find balance" 
between give and take, love and sex. Enlightened by the wisdom of Hongkong yan, he 
no longer has to rotate in a samsaric “cycle of sin and forgiveness." Vince's understated 
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acceptance of Hong Kong as a “shelter，，and Albert as "friend" at the end of the story 
highlights the hybridity of a foreigner who is unconsciously shaped by the hybridity of 
this metropolitan city and its inhabitants. 
Albert Ho shares his despair at the night of the Handover with Vince who he 
thinks “[is] just another ugly American, exploiting the natives until it [is] time to leave" 
in the beginning of their acquaintance. Albert represents the wealthy class in Hong 
Kong who has gained massive wealth in the colony under foreign rule. "We're the 
center of the universe...So, that makes me Hong Kong then." Albert is “fond of 
declaring" that "he [is] Hong Kong, an accident of geography" and the center of the 
universe. He is disillusioned by the "one country two systems" and turns it to "one 
passport two countries" as a joke. He insists in being “a citizen of Hong Kong, not 
American" though he has a green card (American citizenship) obtained through his half 
brother. The last scene of the novel in the park is symbolic. Albert and Vince stroll in 
Aberdeen Park at the dawn of July 1 1997. The juxtaposition of the tranquil scene at the 
park with joyful crowds gathered at Handover parties at grand hotels and discos is as 
“anti-climatic’，as the Handover itself. The park scene echoes Albert and Vince,s 
meeting in the beginning of the story at Grand Hyatt Hotel where Vince complains that 
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in Hong Kong “Everything [takes] place in icy, air conditioned interiors." The 
transition from indoor to outdoor signifies the displacement of center — from the warm 
cozy interior to the icy open air - from the center of universe to periphery. 
Unhomeliness takes over Albert's pride and arrogance as a Hongkong yan. The 
agonizing regress from centre to periphery, from gratification to lack, from home to 
exile torments Albert — the most benefited class from laissez-faire capitalism of the 
"Pearl of the Orient." Albert's faithfulness to his place of birth, his home town, his city, 
and his ideology of laissez-faire capitalism is challenged with the return of the "Pearl of 
the Orient" to its communist motherland. In the discussion with Colleen on his faith in 
the "future leaders" of Hong Kong, Albert remarks: “To survive, we Hong Kong people 
will do most things. Faith, however, should be reserved for a different sensibility. It's 
rather like American individualism, which your people pursue with remarkable 
persistence" (263). Faith in freedom, like laissez-faire capitalism, is what Hongkong 
yan "pursue with remarkable persistence," which may simultaneously post a threat to 
the patriotic "future leaders." Political powerlessness shadows the handover of 
sovereignty. If Shanghai or Beijing becomes the center, Hong Kong will be periphery. 
"We are the unwalled city," Albert says at the night of the Handover; "We're like 
barbarians. Mongols at bay" (307). Hongkong yan, who are of a hybrid culture and 
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speak a different language from their new master, are now the Mongols and the 
unwanted that the new master may wish to keep at bay. 
The unwanted Hongkong yan have no choice but to stay in this "unwalled city." 
Physically and culturally Hong Kong is indeed "unwalled." East and West architectures, 
new and old landmarks, as well as rich and poor residences all swamp up the small 
piece of land in all directions. The city is boundless to global influx of ideologies. The 
city is unwalled to foreignness. The Unwalled City reveals vividly the hybridity of the 
city. Modem technology that facilitates human transportation like outdoor escalators 
and mass transit railways run through the land like blood veins, supplying energy and 
vitality to the city. The city itself is the heart of the network, stretching out to other 
cities on earth. The air passage grants Hong Kong a global identity. Hongkong yan are 
fond of reaching out to its limit for a spatial satisfaction. Vince is amazed by the 
"transformation" of the flat he rent at Causeway Bay: 
A microscopic place, originally a two-bedroom, now an open studio. 
Plate glass windows enclosed and replaced the balcony, extending the 
reach of space to its outer limits . . .On this clear day, the blue harbour 
and Royal Yacht Club below, he could have been on the Mediterranean. 
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Garbage around boats in the typhoon shelter almost invisible. (80) 
The flat is located at the sixteenth floor of Hoi Goon Building. The transformation of 
the flat signifies the transformation of the city, though reaching out to its spatial limits, 
still reinforcing its essence of a historic locale- the small fishing port at the southern tip 
of China, the periphery of the Middle Kingdom. 
Characters in The Unwalled City, like the city of Hong Kong, are transformed to 
reach out to their limits. The transformation, however, does not take place without pain. 
Gail's transformation is an experience of release and recovery with the epiphany of an 
existentialist opera. Vince comes to term with his exilic life in Hong Kong; and at the 
dawn of the Handover; the arrogant divorced expatriate is handed over to the new self 
of dignified celibacy. Colleen's existence takes a new meaning when she is determined 
to act as a manager for Andanna on her road to stardom in the Canto-pop career. 
Colleen is thrilled by the "delirious energy" of Hong Kong. She is the Hong Qi of her 
husband in a “world that had drawn its own boundaries." Being a gwaipo (foreign 
woman) in a rich traditional Chinese family, "entry was barred by an invisible wall." 
Colleen needs a space for her “delirious energy" apart from sex instinct. The value of 
her existence is reinforced by her career as the manager of Andanna 一 an attempt to 
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reach out of her limits. Andanna's universe, like many Hongkong yan 's, is left to be 
defined. Going into Canto-pop showbiz is "great fun" only and she is annoyed by 
Colleen's seriousness in "launching" her. In her singing career, she has no insistence 
except one - to sing in Cantonese. Andanna is dismay at Colleen's proposal to sing in 
China where “the people were rude and the toilets filthy.，，To sing in Putonghua is 
"unnatural" for her and she is upset at the frequent "rehearsals for the handover gig." 
Andanna's insistence manifests her Hongkongness. She stands for the voice of 
Hongkong yan on the quest for local cultural space - the space of existence. The 
articulation of the local cultural space is a terrain for Hongkong yan to define selfhood. 
The characters in The Unwalled City are bounded by the old self and the city. The 
fiction is a record of their negotiations with the complex self and the hybrid city, as 
they move forward. 
The Handover, undoubtedly, causes much anxiety and concern among both the 
local Hongkong yan and the expatriates. The juxtaposition of the “new year's shame" at 
the prologue with the anti-climatic night of the Handover presents a vision of despair 
and uncertainty. The estrangement of Hongkong yan is agonistic. After the successful 
Handover party, Kwok Po clasped his wife's hand tightly: 
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He looked almost wistful. 
“No more Hong Kong," he whispered, suddenly. A sentimental melancholy 
tinged his voice. "It's really over.，，(306) 
A sentimental loss strikes Kwok Po, and unfortunately, the loss can never be redeemed. 
Kwok Po has to live with the situation of “No more Hong Kong" just as Colleen has to 
live with the menopause. They have to live in the lack — lack of the former vitality. Out 
of the residence to the open, Vince follows Albert up the steep slope to the park at 
Aberdeen Street where Albert insists on seeing in the dawn. 
“We are the unwalled city... 
...Don't you see? Here in Hong Kong, we were never inside the wall. We're 
like barbarians. Mongols at bay.，， 
...He continued to walk but did not look at Vince. “Do you think 
us ...impersonal?" 
"More formal than Americans, I guess." 
...“Yes, that formality, as you call it. Our talent and our downfall." 
“Downfall?” 
"We're too correct, not politically though.. .But that does depend on your point 
of view, doesn't it?" 
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"And your time in Hong Kong. Has that helped you find balance?" 
. . . “ Y o u make it sound like I'm leaving." 
"You get to go home. You are going?" 
“I suppose, eventually." 
Albert continued to stare absently at the sky. “You get to go home," he repeated. 
He sounded almost envious. (309) 
The exchange between Albert and Vince reveals vividly the unhomeliness of Hongkong 
yan who wants to be inside the wall. Where is home for Hongkong yan? This wealthy 
celibate with “unflagging energy" is tormented by the uncertainty of the future and the 
despair at being pushed to the periphery. Colleen, a gwailpo, believes in the delirious 
energy of Hongkong yan, which can intrude on any barred entry. Albert, a Hongkong 
yan, however, is disillusioned by the invalidity of the energy. “We were never inside the 
wall." Hongkong yan are deprived of an identity of an "insider." Neither the colonial 
British rule nor the legitimate sovereign state of China would grant them an identity of 
an insider. Hongkong yan are "Mongols at bay." Just like Vince, Albert is also a 
"passer-by" in Hong Kong. He is left in unhomeliness on his own homeland. 
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Chapter Five 
The Hybridity of Two "Winds": 
The Essence of Hongkongness 
In the dawn of July, 1997, Hongkong yan Albert in Xu Xi's The Unwalled 
City tells Vince, a gwailuo, that: "We are the unwalled city ... Here in Hong Kong, we 
were never inside the wall. We're like barbarians. Mongols at bay." The exclamation 
speaks for itself the hybridity of Hongkongness and Hongkong yan. To a certain extent, 
Hongkong yan are barbarians — an uncivilized tribe of alien culture that neither the 
colonizer nor the motherland considers "insiders." The hybrid culture of Hong Kong is 
a half-Chinese and half-Western monster that has a life of his own. This monster, which 
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determines the essence and identity of Hongkong yan, is driven by two opposing 
“complexes” — the self-dwarfing “abandoned child complex" and the arrogant 
"globalization complex." This ambivalent love-hate emotion is the essence of 
Hongkongnese. The two complexes intertwined so intensively that it is not easy to 
distinguish one from the other. As writing genuinely reflects Hong Kong culture, the 
three literary works discussed help to reveal the local cultural space of Hong Kong and 
to illuminate the hidden psychological ambivalence of Hongkong yan,s experience of a 
lack. This lack composes the “abandoned child complex" that is masked comfortably by 
the “globalization complex.” 
The hybridity of Hong Kong comes with the imperialist colonizer. To be specific, 
it is the capitalism and wealth brought forth with colonization that marks the very 
distinctive hybridity of Hongkong yan. Thirdson in Flying Carpet leaps the threshold of 
Eastern patriarchy and familialism thanks to the introduction of Western science and 
technology by Wonson and Two son who were educated in Europe. It is the family 
wealth that provides an opportunity for Thirdson's enlightenment. The early industrial 
Colony is the embodiment of the hybridity of Western education and technology and 
Chinese familialism and collectivism. The hybridity paves the way for the economic 
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boom of Hong Kong at the pre-handover period. Xavier of The Evergreen Tea House 
signifies the golden age of Hong Kong when economy soars at a remarkable pace. The 
economic achievement of Hong Kong counter-reflects the backwardness of China. 
Xavier, as the heir of a global entrepreneur, opts the ethnic supremacy of being a 
Hongkong yan and rejects strongly his national identity. Subconsciously, Xavier 
becomes a mimic man, a stereotype of colonial subject who desires to be re-presented 
as the ruling whites. The grasp of political power secures Xavier's economic gain and 
further provides him with the best possible opportunities of expanding his capitalist 
invasion on mainland China. Xavier becomes the political leader of Hong Kong — the 
Ang\Q_Hongkong yan. In the course of identification, the fullness of Xavier (the 
Western-nurtured Chinese stereotype) is threatened by his lack (the lack of maternal 
bond — the "abandoned child complex"). He has to put on chains of masks for 
camouflage. This ambivalent mode of representation leads to the splitting of ego. He is 
a complexity of victim and victimizer, colonized and colonizer. The oscillation between 
the real me and the real Me agonizes many ruling Anglo-Hongkong yan like Xavier. It 
is to this group of Hongkong yan that identity crisis comes before the Handover. 
The 1997 Handover is the line drawn between Hongkong yan and 
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Junggwokjahn. With the return of Hong Kong to her motherland, Hongkong yan has 
experienced a great shock in the sense of identity. It is politically incorrect to claim 
one's ethnic identity over national identity. The sudden shuffling of Hongkong yan from 
the centre of the world to periphery agonizes them like never before. The protagonists 
in The Unwalled City symbolize the majority of melancholic Hongkong yan from all 
walks of life under the shadows of unhomliness and decadance in the countdown to July 
1 1997. The hybridity of Hongkong yan and Hong Kong as a global city is the cause of 
estrangement and dislocation — the condition of extra-territorial and cross-cultural 
initiations of common inhabitants of Hong Kong. 
The hybridity of the two ‘winds' - the merging of the East and the West in Hong 
Kong is manifested in the widest possible dimensions. It can be visualized 
architecturally, experienced culturally in foods, arts and entertainment, and is actually 
exhibited intrinsically in psychological reflexes of the "abandoned child complex" and 
the "globalization complex." The hybridity of Hong Kong and its inhabitants is the 
force behind all initiations that mark the city a global city-state. It is meaningful to note 
the hybridity of Hongkong yan and the city before we evaluate the price of hybridity 
Hong Kong has to pay in the post-colonial era when she is undergoing a series of 
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de-colonization under the Chinese rule. 
The visual aspect of the local hybrid culture provides the definition of this 
city-state since the 70s of last century. Take a careful look at Xavier's Chou Dynasty 
villa in The Evergreen Tea House: it is a two-storied mansion designed “in the shape of 
a plum blossom first used in China fourteen centuries ago, during the Chou Dynasty ... 
The entrance to the mansion was guarded by doors of studded teak and a massive pair 
of Chinese stone lions." Xavier adds a tint of modernity to the villa by building a 
swimming pool "shaped like an unshelled peanut, a garage large enough for ten cars, 
two tennis courts and a separate residential block for servants." "The mansion was 
surrounded by gardens and lawns" and “confined within a traditional red brick wall 
topped with curved green tiles" (195). The surreal architecture of hybridity cannot fit 
comfortably into Chinese or Western culture alone, but the "magnificence of the 
residence quickly turned it into a landmark for the flood of tourists entering the 
colony" - the landmark of Hong Kong culture. Another tourist attraction is the Flying 
Earth Boulevard in Xi Xi's Flying Carpet. The evolution of Flying Earth Boulevard 
from a Holland-water factory of bricks to concrete buildings of residence and fruit-juice 
store and later a metropolis hotel with a "Fantasia Garden," a garden with massive local 
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and exotic plants, attracts a lot of tourists. They come to see the Western hotel with an 
oriental garden. A contemporary street scene in Xu Xi's The Unwalled City provides a 
broader scenario of the complexity of this hybrid city: 
Between Central and Sheung Wan, this former no man's land now 
housed a plethora of antique stores, new office and residential 
buildings, small flats converted inside decaying, pre-war structures, 
and a growing number of restaurants and bars. It was because of 
the escalator. New life sprung up around it...[The escalator] was 
unsightly, a stab at modernity where rats and giant cockroaches hid 
barely beneath the surface. (75) 
It is uneasy to imagine a post-modem escalator leading uphill through pre-war buildings, 
with rats and giant cockroaches underneath it; however, it is a picture of a place called 
Hong Kong. The different authors, regardless of gender and styles of narration, draw 
readers' attention to the unique hybrid culture of Hong Kong through architectures rich 
in local vibrant energy. The pre-war buildings as well as those unanimous “city's cocky 
edifices of glass and concrete" 一 buildings of no identity - form vivid images that 
illustrate the complexity of this hybrid city. 
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In Hong Kong, as a matter of fact, there was no clear plan for architectural 
preservation or erection of monuments. With the absence of significant architectural 
preservation and monuments, Hong Kong is criticized by many as a city with no history 
or cultural identity. According to Abbas, “the rationale of preserving old buildings [i]s a 
counterweight to the placelessness and anonymity of the rest of the city," and he further 
cites Anthony King's analysis: “In the colonial context, [preservation] has a double 
irony. Not only does planning effort go into inculcating the colonized culture with 
similar values but the criteria of the colonial power are used to define and 'preserve' 
buildings of architectural and historic importance." This implies that preservation is 
“marked by ambiguity, is a memory without pain ... the return of memory to the past 
without the uncanny." As for monuments, they "embody and impose a clearly 
intelligent message that mask the will to power; claim to express collective will and 
collective thoughts" and “to conjure away both possibility and time" (Abbas 83). 
Historians, social scientists, journalists, or architects who intend to locate Hong Kong 
history and culture from architectural preservations and monuments are inevitably 
locating the history and culture of capitalists in Hong Kong who choose to define the 
city either by pragmatic nationalism or sheer capitalism. The authors of Flying Carpets, 
The Evergreen Tea House and The Unwalled City seem to suggest otherwise. 
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Architectures and constructions like Xavier's mansion, Vince's residence of “anglicized 
misnomer," Andanna's dwelling slump and even Jeunesse's hotel at Flying Earth 
Boulevard voice out the unique Hong Kong history and cultural identity that many may 
have ignored. 
Leisure and entertainment can be powerful looking glasses of dynamic local 
culture. For leisure, Hongkong yan like to eat and drink. "The satisfactions which Hong 
Kong Man seems most to enjoy are those which come with speed and give a jolt to the 
senses. His dedication to eating is a realization of an ideal - food gives immediate 
satisfaction,”3G as Baker observes in his essay “Social Change in Hong Kong: Hong 
Kong Man in Search of Majority." Dining scenes are common in all three novels. Xi Xi 
outlines the development of the Cha chaan ting or tea cafe in the chapter “Cooked-Food 
Stalls" where she depicts the cooked-food stalls of Crooked Street in Flying Carpet. 
The clusters of food stalls selling cooked rice and dishes, coffee, milk-tea, sandwiches, 
plain rice congee, stir-fried noodles, and even fluffy cakes and sweet soups can be 
found under one roof for the common and ordinary Hongkong yan to fill their stomachs. 
The offering of all these Chinese and Western dishes in one store is the unique Hong 
Hugh D.R. Baker, "Social Change in Hong Kong: Hong Kong Man in Search of Majority." The China 
Quarterly, (Hong Kong, 1993) 873. 
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Kong style of cafe — the Cha chaan ting or tea cafe. “It is an inconspicuous eating place 
serving mediocre tastes, and it can represent a proletarian sub-culture in a capitalist 
society,，，3i concludes David Y.H. Wu in his essay discussing the eating culture of Hong 
Kong. This sub-culture of eating is the genuine embodiment of the hybridity of Chinese 
and Western culture in the grass roots of Hong Kong. The assumption that the 
consumption of Western culture is confined to the Westernized elites and professionals 
is too weak to persuade. The profound penetration of hybridized culture exists deeply in 
the formation of all Hongkong yan. 
Entertainment in Hong Kong is also a mixture of various cultural elements and 
styles. As Xu Xi depicts in The Unwalled City, Gail gets her epiphany in the Chinese 
opera of a mainland composer who speaks to her “the way Chopin couldn't." The new 
opera of Tan Dun “injected dignity into chaos, and a peculiar morality where east and 
west collided." Gail leams from the opera to "make your escape to where you always 
were" in a city "which in not my city / where I am a stranger also." The opera Marco 
Polo, where Marco and Polo are two people, is a reminder of Gail's hybrid identity, a 
jaahpjung. The opera is an existentialist play composed by mainland Chinese artist. The 
unison of Western forms with Chinese performance makes the opera a jaahpjung itself. 
31 Chee-beng Tan & David Y.H. Wu, Changing Chinese Foodways in Asia. (CUHK, 2001) 72. 
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Different from Gail, the majority of Hongkong yan may opt for popular cultural 
entertainment like soap opera or Canto-pop. Canto-pops are undoubtedly local products 
of Hong Kong, for it is sung in Cantonese by local singers. However, even the "local" 
performance has undergone subtle yet visible change and transformations. The images 
of Canto-pop singers, for instance, have changed. Andanna is one of them. The local 
entertainment market is looking for singers like Andanna who is tall, pretty and slim: 
more a Western-styled model than a traditional local diva. The visual effect is the 
re-creation of a Western image of singer singing local Cantonese songs. The 
combinative results achieved are the abandonment of Chineseness for Westemness in 
outlook but preservation of localness in core — a very unique hybrid creature. 
The hybridity of Hong Kong culture reflects in many aspects of Hongkong yan, s 
life — the eating culture. As Xi Xi describes in Flying Carpet, with the industrialization 
of Fertillia (Hong Kong), the wealthier common Fertillians {Hongkong yan) head north 
to Heart Town (Shenzhen) for a feast of wild game. In the chapter "Big-Nose Wild 
Game," Xi Xi records how feasts on tiger, python, civet cat, wild cat, night owl, bear's 
paws, monkey's brains, and giant salamander amazed common Hongkong yan across 
the border at Shenzhen. The middle-class professionals would prefer a Western appetite. 
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Gail and Vince in The Unwalled City are found dinning at a grand Italian restaurant 
zipping expensive red wine. The best past time of the Senior Press Officer of the Hong 
Kong Government Information Service, Derek Soames, the City District Commissioner 
T.R Choy and the expatriate journalist Sebastian Baxingdale are like to gossip over the 
policy and politics of the colony at Szeto Bar in The Evergreen Tea House. These 
British senior government officers, Anglo-Hongkong yan and gwailous, like to gather at 
bars at Central known as Lan Kwai Fong today, where is also the usual hang-out of 
characters like Anadanna, Albert and Vince in The Unwalled City. The eating culture 
truthfully reflects different local Hongkong yan who, on the one hand, satisfy their 
primitive instinct of gustatory pleasure by consuming wild game, and on the other hand, 
dine elegantly or to gossip sophistically in Western restaurants and bars. 
In Hong Kong, Lan Kwai Fong is a significant symbol of actualization of 
globalization — at least in dining culture. Lan Kwai Fong, as Cheng Sea-ling notes in 
her essay, is a "powerful symbol for the study of Hong Kong's emergence and 
contemporary diversity as a cosmopolitan city." The image of Lan Kwai Fong is “fine 
cuisine and dining elegance, expensive suits and ties, arrogant gwailous and chuppies, 
alcohol and drunkards, wild and screaming youngsters, and casual sex and 
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homosexuals." Club 64 and Club 97 in Lan Kwai Fong mentioned in The Unwalled 
City are portraits of “a place of exotic marginality: a place for gwailou:. The cultural 
exchange in Lan Kwai Fong is one of the global and the local, marking Hong Kong 
with its globalized Hongkongness. "Lan Kwai Fong may have recently taken a turn 
towards 'Chineseness,'" writes Cheng Sea-ling, as the hybridized culture symbolized by 
Lan Kwai Fong is no longer merchandized by the middle-class or above. The better-off 
common Hongkong yan want to have a share of the Hong Kong style exoticism. Xu Xi 
records the swarming of Chinese and non-Chinese at Lan Kwai Fong for the Western 
ritual of the coming of New Year in 1993 that ends up with tens of people either 
asphyxiated or trodden to death at “a square smaller in area than Trafalgar or Wall 
Street" in her Prologue of The Unwalled City. Xu Xi calls it the “new year's shame." It 
is a shame that Hongkong yan worships Western rites in a senseless manner. It is a 
shame that Hongkong yan is too soon to put on the mask of civilized/enlightened 
identity of internationalized cosmopolitan and too quick to shed the “old-fashioned，，， 
“conservative,” and “unsophisticated” outfit of Chinese identity, as Gordon Mathews 
points out.33 Internationalized or globalized identity helps to comfort Hongkong yan 
32 Sea-ling Cheng, "Consuming Places in Hong Kong: Experiencing Lan Kwai Fong." Consuming Hong 
Kong, (HKUP, 2001) 235 
33 Gordon Mathews, "Cultural Identity and Consumption in Post-Colonial Hong Kong." Consuming 
Hong Kong, (HKUP, 2001)311 
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who are left unattended by both Britain and China during the Sino-British negotiations 
on the future of Hong Kong. Hongkong yan are hungry for a global identity to cover the 
lack of security. 
Careful reading of the three novels on Hongkong yan shows that the lack of a 
profound mother figure is surprising enough to draw every reader's attention. Jeunesse, 
though a recognizable mother figure in Flying Carpet, is a silhouette against a 
fast-moving background as the history of Hong Kong evolves. Serenity is an 
incompetent mother of Xavier in The Evergreen Tea House. She is a courtesan before 
her marriage and later becomes wife of a smuggler. In the course of her motherhood, 
she is found kneeling to repent all day long in her meditation room full of bronze idols. 
In Xu Xi's The Unwalled City, there is only a brief depiction on Gail's mother, a 
concubine who, being too obsessed in keeping her youthful beauty to arrest her "Flying 
Tiger" Mark, cannot tell reality from fantasy. The lack of an overwhelming presence of 
mother figure in the novels can be read as Hongkong yan,s inability to confront their 
own history. Roland Barthes has related history to hysteria, the womb as quoted by 
Abbas. It is definitely not wrong to argue that Hongkong yan lives in a lack of mother 
(history/Chineseness) and dwells in an emotional state of being an abandoned child. It 
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is a traumatic lack that Hongkong yan has to suffer permanently as long as they address 
their Hongkongese and not Chinese. It is surprising to find that in the light of 
reunification with its motherland, 53.7 percent Hongkong yan claimed to be 
"Hongkongese" and only 34.2 percent claimed "Chinese" as a survey conducted by Lau 
and Kuan of Chinese University of Hong Kong at 1995 revealed. Hung Ho-fung 
interprets the differentiation as the unconscious claiming of national identity against 
ethnic identity by Hongkong yan in her essay “Rethinking the Hong Kong Cultural 
Identity." Hongkong yan's option of ethnic identity for national identity manifests the 
counter-abandonment of mother by the abandoned child. Since the separation, the 
abandoned child has evolved into a more sophisticated body of economics and freedom 
that constitutes the ethnic identity. Gordon Mathews has a structural analysis on the 
essence of Hongkongness: a cultural identity involves a "Chineseness plus" that has 
three clusters of meaning: "Chineseness plus affluence/cosmopolitanism/capitalism，” 
"Chineseness plus English/colonial educationycolonialism," and "Chineseness plus 
democracy/human rights/the rule of law.” The plus in Chineseness is simultaneously the 
minus, the loss. The loss of mainland Chineseness, the loss of history, and the loss of 
mother are the essential components of Hongkongness 一 the hybrid culture of an 
abandoned child — the propeller of Hongkong yan, s "abandoned child complex." 
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The hybrid culture of Hong Kong is the product of colonization. It transformed 
the city and its inhabitants from genuine Chinese people to an ethnic of hybridity, 
bearing some of the characteristics of both cultures but not all. The reunification of 
Hong Kong with its motherland further transforms the hybrid city into a prodigal son 
who has to struggle for existence in the new family. In his Comrades & Capitalists, 
Rowan Callick reminds us the observation of Martha Cheung on the images of 
Hongkong yan: 
A wayward child, yellow on the outside, white on the inside, 
brought up under the influence of a ruthless and at best indifferent 
guardian. The prodigal son, returned to the embrace of his father, 
who is kind and tolerant enough to allow him to carry on with his 
way of life. To the long-time inhabitant of this city, these images 
are highly inventive, thought-provoking, amusing, yet also 
extraordinarily remote, like aliens from another planet or puppets 
brought to life by different ideological strings. (9) 
The prodigal son, though returns to his “kind and tolerant" father, is like "aliens from 
another planet or puppets brought to life by different ideological strings". There is no 
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mutual trust between father and son. The son stays prodigal and alienated as ever. The 
"abandoned child complex" does not stand alone in one novel. In all the three literary 
works discussed, we can find personas of abandoned children. Falibaba, "the boy with 
curly hair" in Flying Carpet, is abandoned by his Turkish father. He is under the 
custody of Jeunesse and later becomes a guard of a bank in Fertillia. Xavier's father is 
abandoned by his wealthy grandfather because of marrying a courtesan who is 
considered disgrace to the respectable Chinese family in The Evergreen Tea House. 
Later in the story, Xavier's son Ah Yuen is again unwanted for being too physically 
weak to be the heir of Xavier's empire. In Xu Xi's The Unwalled City, Gail is 
abandoned by his Anglo-Saxon father and remains as jaahpjung in Hong Kong without 
a complete family; Vince is abandoned by his mother for being inferior to his brother, 
Don, who later marries his divorced Chinese wife; Andanna is abandoned to Canada by 
her parents who think foreign education would bring them back an educated lady-like 
daughter. All these abandoned children, whether they are Turks, immigrant Chinese, 
local Chinese, jaahpjungs or gwailous are constituents of Hongkong yan. The Hong 
Kong stories are made up of abandoned children. 
The “abandoned child complex" is behind all drives that propel Hong Kong into 
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a cosmopolitan city — a global identity — that brings comforting security to Hongkong 
yan. Xu Xi's accusation of Hong Kong's New Year shame is under the spell of 
“globalization complex" of Hongkong yan who identifies Western rites as passport to a 
global identity. Hongkong yan's irrational swarming in either emigration to Western 
countries, worshipping Western religious rituals (for entertainment) or traveling to 
Western countries is but pursuit of a global identity, and a product of the synthesis of 
“abandoned child complex" and “globalization complex." 
Travel grants Hongkong yan with the redeeming global identity. It is not 
surprising to find in all three novels characters go on travels: Thirdson and Claire in 
Flying Carpet., Xavier in The Evergreen Tea House; Andanna and her best friend Clio, 
Andanna's boy friend, Michael, Albert, the rich uncle, Gail, the top executive of an 
American firm, and Kwok Po, the son of a rich Chinese family in The Unwalled City. 
All these Hongkong yan travel extensively. To Abbas, travel can be read as a kind of 
escape from local problems as it sharpens the sense of the local and dislocation. Gail 
Low suggests that travel "implies displacement, interference and interactions that call 
into the question: the security of culture as unproblematic, bounded and organically 
whole." It also "reinstate a more powerful version of self-identity at the journey is 
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developed with the enlightenment and the gradual secularization of time and space." 
Travel may further "be linked to the self-realization of man: a temporal/spatial 
completion of human history and philosophical knowledge" (Low 135). It is undeniable 
that travel satisfies the need of Hongkong yan, whether it is the need to reinforce its 
global identity or to empower their self-identity with enlightenment and exotic 
experience. Travel becomes part of the Hongkongese culture in Hongkong yan,s search 
of a "self-realization of self — a comfort to the traumatic lack of mother. 
Stories about Hong Kong cannot go without the inclusion of cosmopolitans like 
tycoons, heirs of global entrepreneurs, and wealthy sons of traditional Chinese 
businessmen. It is very common that they are portrayed as stereotypes of opportunists. 
Xavier, a member of Executive Council of Hong Kong under British rule, bribes senior 
cadres in China to secure and maximize the economic interest of his empire in The 
Evergreen Tea House. Albert and Kwok Po in The Unwalled City are prepared to move 
the base of their business from Hong Kong to Shanghai with a view that Hong Kong is 
the periphery after the Handover and Shanghai becomes the center, "the walled city." 
They are willing to abandon Hongkongness for Chineseness as a token to express 
nationalism - pragmatic nationalism. “Nationalism has not been a significant element in 
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the social psyche of the Hong Kong Chinese...Long known for their pragmatism and 
value system based on 'utilitarian familism,, only in the decade leading to the return of 
sovereignty have Hong Kong people shed their characteristic political apathy and sole 
devotion to creation of wealth," as Postiglione, Tang & Ting explain in their 
d i s c u s s i o n . 3 4 The act of claiming national identity can be interpreted as a gesture to 
secure capitalism and cosmopolitanism; or in other words, pragmatic nationalism is a 
strategy to obtain political and economic security in a changed world, in which 
Hongkong yan have to rely on “globalization complex." The government officers and 
common people alike are eager to transform Hong Kong into a global city. 
Many Hongkong yan may not be aware of their own “globalization complex," 
however, it can be perceived by visitors once they step on this city. Rowan Callick's 
image of Hong Kong may be one of the examples: 
It is difficult to exaggerate the thrill of arriving in HK for the first time. 
Visitors cannot but be impressed by the new $US30 billion airport, 
built like a vast aircraft carrier on a reclaimed island. Then follows the 
express subway journey beneath islands and ocean, or the drive across 
34 Gerard A. Postiglione & James T. H. Tang, eds. "Transforming Hong Kong's Global Identity." Hong 
Kong's Reunion with China: The Global Dimensions. (M. E. Sharpe, Inc., 1997) 6 
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a suspension bridge more mighty than San Francisco's Golden Gate. 
There are then the dazzling，hectic framed by steep, green hillsides 
and the ranks of towering office buildings — modem, postmodern, 
forbidding, eccentric, serene, ugly - and, in the middle distance, 
clusters of apartment blocks retreating, wave on wave, to the horizon 
or the hills.35 
In the course of transformation of Hong Kong into a global city, Hongkong yan wish to 
grant themselves the identity of global people. 
Nevertheless, after the burning out of the handover fireworks and the sailing 
away of Prince Charles and Mr. Chris Patten on the Britannia, Hong Kong could not 
remain the same. The hybridity of the city is the prize Hong Kong has to pay after the 
reunification with its motherland. The Hong Kong SAR is caught between the 
diplomatic eagerness of the PRC to decolonize the city and Hong Kong's claim for 
global linkages. The dilemma toils the city as well as its inhabitants. Hongkong yan,s 
identity representation continues to be problematic and ambivalent. Scholars like 
Rowan Callick, Comrades and Capitalists: Hong Kong Since the Handover. (Sydney: U of New South 
Wales P, 1998)9 
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Gordon Mathews predicts the "fall of HQunggongyahri" and "the rise of 
Junggwokyahn，，in their discussion: 
Hong Kong Chinese may be unique, but maybe they will become just 
a name in the history book ... There is very clearly an increasing 
acceptance of "Chineseness" in Hong Kong at present ... there is 
indeed a sense of “returning to Chineseness" in Hong Kong - a turn 
away from a separate hQunggongyahn to become junggwokyahn. 
Cultural identity may in this sense be moving in tandem with national 
identity. As Hong Kong reverts to China, Hong Kong's people become 
once again Chinese, and hmnggongyahn fades into history. (13) 
Abbas seems to suggest a similar viewpoint in his discussion of the monumental 
buildings along the coastal front and the message of "decolonization" they presented: 
What the city's built forms themselves tell us is the very different story 
of “one system" (that of international capital) at different stages of 
development. We find here a double set of disappearances, an allegory 
of disappearance, where the coziness implied by the phrase ‘‘one 
country" disappears in the global economic system, and, by the same 
token, where the idea of ideologically differentiated socioeconomic 
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systems disappears as well. (85) 
‘‘A culture of disappearance," in Abbas，s opinion, "gives us identities to take away our 
subjectivity, emotions to take away our affectivity, a voice to take away representation." 
Hongkong yan at this time of history confronts the hegemony of Chineseness in the 
course of decolonization. The question of identification sustains as ever. According to 
Bhabha, "the question of identification is never the affirmation of a pre-given identity, 
never a self-fulfilling prophecy, but is the production of an image of identity and the 
transformation of the subject in assuming that image. The demand for identification 
becomes the demand for an Other" (Bhabha 45). Bhabha suggests that desire for 
identification is the image of the Other which is both desired and disavowed. The 
hybridized Hongkong yan seems to have an identity that is both desired and disavowed 
in the post-colonial Hong Kong. Scholars like Mathews and Abbas assert that the 
junggwokyahn 一 the genuine Chinese - is the demanded Other that Hongkong yan may 
someday be identified with in the post-colonial era. Given the geopolitical significance 
of Hong Kong together with cosmopolitanism and globalization that constitute the 
essence of Hongkongness, it is not easy to testify the possibilities of the prediction at 
this stage of Hong Kong. Yet it is not difficult to assume that the identification of 
Hongkong yan, before or after decolonization, is going to be as agonistic and 
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ambivalent as ever. Hongkong yan like the opportunists Xavier, the 
science-and-technology hunters Thirdson and Claire, the neuih keuhng yan like 
Jeunesse, gwailous and chuppies like Albert and VincQ Jaahpjungs like Gail, and young 
loafers like Andanna will continue to perform on the stage of Hong Kong, the hybrid 
city. The duality of Chineseness and Westemess remains the essence of Hongkongness. 
It voices to the world a unique local culture that cannot be found in China or beyond. 
Hong Kong has its part to play on the global stage as Rowan Callick concludes in his 
essay: 
The “brahmin” class of northern Chinese regards southerners, 
especially Hong Kongers, with some disdain, as crass, uncultured and 
money-mad, even though they allow about 60,000 mainlanders to 
settle there annually. But most of the 6.7 million people of HK carry on 
regardless, struggling against their own one-track past to construct a 
city-state designed not for mere money-making but for a twenty-first 
century Chinese and world culture. (19) 
Rowan Callick, like all Hongkong yan, admits the hybridity of Hong Kong and its 
inhabitants as one of the world culture - an organic structure of the "primordial" that 
has its unique culture, identity, arts, philosophy and thoughts. The authors of the three 
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literary works speak through the protagonists in their novels that Hongkong yan wish to 
be defined with respect to their hybridity and Hong Kong writers wish to define the 
unique local culture of this hybrid city in the space of their own. 
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